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FOREWORD

Welcome to our New York Premier sale, our first auction of 2020, in which we are offering some very exciting pieces in many different collecting fields. Aficionados of Islamic coins will no doubt be interested in an exceedingly rare and extremely fine Arab Sassanian silver drachm which was probably struck during the reign of ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwan, as well as an unpublished Abbasin gold donative dinar of al-Muktadir. Among the World coins can be found a superb Australian 1916 specimen set, the finest known, all the pieces being graded Specimen 67 or 68, and an extensive selection of Chinese coins, many of them having come from Baldwin’s vault. Of particular note among these are the popular ‘Auto’ dollar of 1928 and an undated dollar of 1916 commemorating the inauguration of the Hung Hsien regime. Needless to say, we are also offering for sale a large number of British coins, including some very special pieces, such as a very rare Philip and Mary angel and an imitation pattern crown by Leonard Wyon, depicting Oliver Cromwell and Louis XVIII. Also on offer are a William III five guineas, 1701, with ornamental sceptres, and from the reign of Queen Anne, a five guineas, 1705, and a 2 guineas, 1711, both in excellent condition. British rarities from the 19th century include a George III pattern five pounds, 1820 and a two pounds of the same date, as well as a William IV proof crown, 1834, and from Victoria’s reign, a proof five pounds, 1893 and an 1845 crown, both in exceptional condition. 20th century patterns and proofs are also included in this sale, including a pattern crown dating from 1910, a number of seldom-seen VIP proofs dated 1956, including a halfcrown which has been graded Proof 68 Deep Cameo, and a South African proof set, 1931, all the coins being graded Proof 65 or 66, and of which only 62 sets were struck. This section is followed by a small selection of commemorative medals, including a number of coronation medals in beautiful condition, an extremely rare and attractive Royal Society gold medal, weighing almost 10 ounces, by William Wyon and a Russian gold medal struck in honour of the visit to England of Alexander I and his sister, the Duchess of Oldenburg.

We hope you will enjoy reading this catalogue and will find some pieces to add to your collection, and we wish you a successful collecting year in 2020.

We look forward to seeing those of you who are able to attend the sale in person, and for those who aren’t, you can bid free of charge through our website www.bsjauctions.com or our app, or leave bids via www.sixbid.com or www.numisbids.com

Credit for putting this catalogue together goes to Sam Carter, Courtney Buckingham, Lisa Norfolk, Emma Hulme, Joel Elias, Ruth Müller and Sarah Richards.

Stephen Fenton

1 lot 35  7 lot 132  13 lot 185  19 lot 375
2 lot 46  8 lot 152  14 lot 190  20 lot 385
3 lot 67  9 lot 156  15 lot 192
4 lot 99  10 lot 157  16 lot 218
5 lot 111  11 lot 169  17 lot 229
6 lot 128  12 lot 170  18 lot 361
ANCIENT COINS

GREEK

1. **Ionia**, Magnesia ad Maeandrum (155-145 BC), stater, Euphemos, son of Pausanias, magistrate, dr. bust of Artemis r., wearing stephane, and with bow and quiver over shoulder, rev. Nike, holding kentron and reins, driving fast biga to r., ΜΑΓΝΗΣΙΩΝ (of the Magnesians) above, ΕΥΦΗΜΟΣ ΠΑΥΣΑΝΙΟΥ below, wt. 8.45gms. (Auctions Roma XVI, 259 (same dies); Heritage 3056, 300661, unpublished in major works), *about extremely fine, rare* $2500-3500

The discovery of this totally new reverse type for a gold stater on the Attic weight standard of about 8.5gms., signed by a very well-known Magnesian magistrate, enables two long-standing numismatic problems to be solved, allowing the dating of the Ephesian gold staters with which it is associated, and confirming the mid-second century dating of the Ionian stephanophoric coinage. Euphemos was one of the eight magistrates who were responsible for the substantial silver stephanophoric ‘wreath-bearer’ tetradrachm issues. The bust of Artemis seen on the coin is the same style as the Ephesos gold staters which depict on their reverse the Ephesian cult figure of Artemis, 140 BC.


With old Baldwin’s envelope and tickets.
3. **Bactria, Eufratides I (170-145 BC)**, tetradrachm, dr., cuir. bust r., wearing crested helmet adorned with bull’s horn and ear, rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ, Dioskouroi holding palm fronds and lances, on horses rearing r., monogram to lower r., in ex. ΕΥΚΡΑΤΙΔΟΥ, wt. 16.94gms. (Sear 7570), certified and graded by NGC as Choice About Uncirculated, Strike 5/5, Surface 4/5

$2500-3000

4. **Kings of Charakene, Apodakos 110-95 BC** silver tetradrachm, Charax-Spasinu, dated SE 209 (= 105/4 BC), diademed head r., rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ …Γ-ΟΔΑΝ…, Herakles seated l. on rock, holding club on knee; ΘΣ in exergue, wt. 14.83gms., 31mm., 12h (Cohen DCA, 481), very fine

$350-400

5. **Kings of Charakene, Attambelos I, 48-30 BC**, silver tetradrachm, Charax-Spasinu mint, dated SE 269 (= 44/3 BC), diademed and bearded head r., rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΤΤΑΜΒΗΛΟΥ ΣΩΤΕΡΟΣ, Herakles seated l., holding club on knee; ΘΞΣ in exergue, wt. 11.87gms., 30mm., 12h (Nicolet-Pierre, Thionèsis, RN 1978, p. 49; BMC Arabia pl. 55, 10), very fine

$350-400

6. **Kings of Elymais, Kamnaskires III, with Anzaze, 82/1-73/2 BC**, silver tetradrachm, Seleukeia on the Hedyphon, dated SE 231 (= 82/1 BC), conjoined busts l. of Kamnaskires and Queen Anzaze, rev. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΚΑΜΝΑΣΚΙΡΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ, Zeus seated l., holding sceptre and Nike, who crowns him, wt. 18.43gms., 27.5mm., 6h (Cohen DCA, 518; Haaff 7.1.1-3), very fine, rare

$1250-1500

7. **King of Elymais, uncertain early Arsakid kings, late 1st century BC-early 2nd century AD**, copper tetradrachm, uncertain mint, diademed bust l., wearing tiara; to r., star-in-crescent above anchor with two crossbars and pellet to l., rev. garbled legend: ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΚΑΜΝΑΣΚΙΡΟΥ, diademed, bearded bust l.; degraded legend around, wt. 15.07gms., 28.5mm., 12h. (Haaff 10.3.1-1C; Alram NB 1.), spots of verdigris but about extremely fine

$800-1000
8. **Sasanian Kingdom**, Shapur I, the Great (240-272), gold dinar, bust r., wearing diadem and mural crown with korymbos, *rev.* fire-altar flanked by attendants, wt. 7.38gms. (Saedi AV 4; Gobl I/1; Paruck 64), *extremely fine* $4500-6500

9. **Sasanian Kingdom**, Yazdgard II, AD 438-457, silver obol, uncertain mint, crowned bust r., *rev.* fire altar with ribbons flanked by attendants, wt. 0.40gms., 13mm., 6h (cf. Göbl type I/1, pl, 10, 164; SNS type Ib1/2b, cf. p. 379, 34), *very fine, rare* $300-350
COINS OF PHILISTIA

10. **Philistia (Palestine)**, Gaza, silver drachm, imitating Athens c. 450-400 BC, helmeted head of Athena r.; H on cheek, **rev.** owl standing r., head facing; olive spray in upper l. field; AΘE to r., wt. 3.56gms., 17mm. (Huth, CCK, 6; Svoronos pl. 109, 34; Gitler-Tal -), **good very fine, very rare** $1000-1250

11. **Philistia (Palestine)**, Gaza, silver drachm, imitating Athens c. 450-400 BC, helmeted head of Athena r.; H on cheek, **rev.** owl standing r., head facing; olive spray in upper l. field; AΘE to r., wt. 2.96gms., 14mm. (Huth, CCK 6; Svoronos pl. 109, 34; Gitler-Tal -), **extremely fine, very rare, test cut on reverse** $5000-6000

12. **Philistia (Palestine)**, Gaza, silver dome-shaped drachm, imitating Athens c. 400 BC, helmeted head of Athena r., **rev.** owl standing r., head facing; olive spray in upper l. field; AΘE to r., wt. 3.97gms, 13mm. (Huth, CCK, 19-24; Gitler, Tal & van Alfen, ‘Silver Dome-shaped Coins from Persian-period Southern Palestine’, in Israel Numismatic Research 2/2007, pp. 47-62), **very fine** $500-600

ANCIENT COINS
13. **Philistia**, Ashdod, silver drachm, 4th century BC, lion prancing r. above recumbent ram kneeling r., Aramaic letter *beth* above, *rev.* Bes standing facing with bow legs and lion's tail, holding two lions by their tails; dotted border set in incuse square, 15mm., wt. 3.64gms. (Gitler-Tal XXVIII.5Da = SNG.ANS.39 = Newell 1938, pl. 3, 21 [same dies]), *good very fine, the finest known example from this pair of dies* $25,000-30,000
14. Philistia (Palestine), Askalon, silver drachm, imitating Athens mid 5th century-333 BC, helmeted head of Athena r., rev. conjoined horse foreparts, wt. 3.28gms., 17mm. (Gitler-Tal III16Da-b; HGC 10, 497), test cut, fine to very fine, very rare $2500-3000

15. Philistia (Palestine), Askalon or Gaza, silver drachm, mid 5th century-333 BC, archaic-style bearded, diademed male head r., wearing earring, rev. owl standing facing with closed wings between olive sprays, wt. 2.41gms., 12mm. (unpublished in the standard references, cf. for obverse type, Gitler-Tal IV.1Da-b [Askalon]; cf. for reverse type, Gitler-Tal V.6Da-c and V6Oa (Gaza) and HGC 10, 501 [Askalon] and 545 [Gaza]), test cut, obverse extremely fine, reverse good very fine, extremely rare $6000-8000

16. Philistia (Palestine), uncertain mint, silver drachm, imitating Athens mid 5th century-333 BC, helmeted head of Athena r., rev. owl standing r., head facing; olive spray in upper l. field; prancing lion to r., wt. 3.74gms., 12.5mm. (Gitler-Tal XII.1D), test cut on reverse, very fine, very rare $6000-8000
17. **Philistia (Palestine)**, uncertain mint, silver drachm, mid 5th century-333 BC, Janiform male heads, the l. facing, *rev.* Bes standing facing, holding knife, fighting prancing lion in r. field, wt. 3.56gms., 14mm. (Gitler-Tal XVIII.5Da-b), *test cut on reverse, very fine, very rare* $6000-8000

18. **Koile Syria**, Samaria (?), uncertain mint, silver diobol, c. 4th century BC, human head r., *rev.* horse standing l., within dotted square border, wt. 1.88gms., 14.5mm. (unpublished in the standard references, cf. for reverse type, Meshorer-Qedar, Samarian Coinage, 28-9), *test cut on reverse, fine to very fine, extremely rare* $3500-4000
19. **North-Western Arabia**, Idumaea or Kingdom of Libyan (Dedan /Al-Ula), silver tetradrachm, imitating Athens after 250 BC, head of Athena r., wearing crested Attic helmet; on cheek, crescent, rev. owl standing r., head facing, crescent and olive spray behind, ΑΘΕ in r. field, wt. 15.33gms., 22mm. (Huth in CCK, 40; SNG ANS 1453-4; BMC 1-2; Svoronos pl. 111, 12-14), *about extremely fine, very rare* $2000-2500

20. **Southern Arabia**, uncertain mint, silver tetradrachm, imitating Athens, after c. 449 BC, helmeted head of Athena r. rev. ΑΘΕ, owl standing r., head facing; olive spray and crescent to l.; all within incuse square, wt. 13.74gms., 21.5mm. (cf. Huth, CCK, 146-150), *semi-circular flan, very fine* $500-600

21. **Southern Arabia**, uncertain mint, silver drachm, imitating Athens late 3rd century BC, helmeted head of Athena r., Arabian letter N on cheek, rev. ΑΘΕ, owl standing r., head facing; olive spray and crescent to l.; all within incuse square, wt. 4.87gms., 14.5mm. (Huth, CCK, 170-4; SNG ANS 1455-61; HGC 10, 720), *about extremely fine* $300-350
22. **Eastern Arabia**, uncertain mint, billon tetradrachm, imitating Alexander III of Macedon 1st century AD, schematic head of Herakles with frontal eye r., wearing lion’s skin, rev. seated figure of ‘ruler’ enthroned l., with horse on extended arm holding a palm tree, wt. 15.52gms., 23.5mm. (Huth, CCK, 130-2; Potts Class XLVII, 417-50), *very fine, rare* $1250-1500

23. **Eastern Arabia**, uncertain mint, billon tetradrachm, imitating Alexander III of Macedon 1st century AD, schematic head of Herakles with frontal eye r., wearing lion’s skin, rev. seated figure of ‘ruler’ enthroned l., with horse on extended arm holding a palm tree, wt. 15.08gms., 20.5mm. (Huth, CCK, 130-2; Potts Class XLVII, 417-50), *very fine, rare* $600-800

24. **Eastern Arabia**, uncertain mint, billon drachm, imitating Alexander III of Macedon 1st century AD, schematic head of Herakles with frontal eye r., wearing lion’s skin, rev. seated figure of ‘ruler’ enthroned l., with horse on extended arm holding a palm tree, wt. 4.06gms., 13.5mm. (Huth, CCK, 133-6; Potts 438-446), *strong silver content, very fine, rare* $800-1000
25. Valentinian I (AD 364-375), solidus, Antioch, DN VALENTIN-ANVS PF AVG, pearl diad., dr., cuir. bust r., rev. RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICAЕ, emperor stg. r., holding Victory on globe and labarum bearing Christogram, in ex. ANTΔ, wt. 4.39gms. (RIC.2a. xiii.4), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine – Strike 5/5, Surface 2/5, graffiti $450-550

26. Valentinian I (AD 364-375), solidus, Nicomedia, DN VALENTIN-ANVS PF AVG, rosette diad., dr., cuir. bust r., rev. RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICAЕ, emperor stg. r. holding Victory on globe and labarum bearing cross, in ex. SNNS, wt. 4.36gms. (RIC.2b.2), certified and graded by NGC as Choice Very Fine – Strike 5/5, Surface 2/5, graffiti $400-450

27. Valentinian I, solidus, Antioch, AD 364, rosette-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust r., rev. RESTITVTOR REI PVBLICAЕ, Valentinian standing right, holding labarum with cross on banner and Victory on globe; cross to l.; *ANTA*, wt. 4.33gms. (RIC IX 2b; Depeyrot 20/1), very fine $350-400

28. Valentinian I, solidus, Antioch, AD 364, rosette-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust r., rev. RESTITVTOR REI PVBLICAЕ, Valentinian standing r., holding labarum with cross on banner and Victory on globe; cross to left; *ANTA*, wt. 4.31gms. (RIC IX 2b; Depeyrot 20/1), scratched fields, otherwise fine to very fine $350-400

29. Valens I (AD 364-378), solidus, Nicomedia, DN VALEN – S PF AVG, diad., dr., cuir. bust r., rev. RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICAЕ, emperor stg. r. holding Victory on globe and labarum bearing Christogram, in ex. SMNE, wt. 4.34gms. (RIC.2c [officina unlisted]), certified and graded by NGC as Choice Very Fine – Strike 5/5, Surface 2/5, graffiti $400-450

30. Valens I (AD 364-378), solidus, Nicomedia, DN VALENS – PF AVG, pearl diad., dr., cuir. bust r., rev. RESTITVTOR REIPVBLICAЕ, emperor stg. r. holding Victory on globe and labarum bearing Christogram, in ex. SMNM, wt. 4.37gms. (RIC.2d,6), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine – Strike 5/5, Surface 2/5, graffiti $450-550

31. Theodosius I (AD 379-395), heavy miliarensis, Trier, D N THEODO - SIVS P F AVG, dr., cuir., diad. bust r., rev. VOTIS/V/MLTIS/X in laur. wreath, in ex. TRPS, wt. 5.22gms. (RIC IX Trier 59b variety), a scratch running from hairline to shoulder on obverse, extremely fine, extremely rare $1250-1750

Found in West Cheshire, this coin is recorded on the Portable Antiquities Scheme database, Unique ID: LVPL-31F145
BYZANTINE

32. **Heraclius**, with Heraclius Constantine and Heraclonas, solidus, Constantinopolis, indictional year 11 = 636/637, Heraclonas, uncrowned, and Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine, both wearing crowns with crosses, standing facing, each holding globus cruciger in his r. hand, *rev.* VICTORIA AVGЧ H / CONOB, cross potent on base and three steps; in field to l., Heraclian monogram; in field to r., A, wt. 4.43gms. (MIB 45; DOC 39; Sear 764), *good very fine* $400-450

33. **Constans II**, solidus, Constantinople, 650-652, crowned and bearded bust facing, wearing chlamys and holding globus cruciger, *rev.* VICTORIA AVGЧ A / CONOB, cross potent set upon three steps; Z (date) to r.; B//CONOB, wt. 4.46gms. (MIB 20; DOC 16; Sear 953), *good very fine* $400-450

34. **Constans II**, with Constantine IV, solidus, Constantinople, 654-659, crowned and draped busts of Constans and Constantine facing, cross above, *rev.* VICTORIA AVGЧ E / CONOB, cross potent set on three steps, wt. 4.41gms. (MIB 26; DOC 25; Sear 959), *good very fine* $400-450
ARAB SASANIAN, SILVER DRACHM WITH HEPHTHALITE COUNTERMARK OF THE HIGHEST RARITY
35. **Arab Sasanian**, Anonymous, but probably struck during the reign of ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwan (65-86h/AD685-705), silver drachm, without mint name or date, *obv.* field: bust of ruler to right wearing a metal helmet and chain mail, holding sheathed sword in right hand, the name of the ruler Khusraw in Pahlawi to right and GDH APZWR (‘may his glory increase’) to left. Around in margin: *bism Allah la i/laha illa Allah wa/ haddu Muhammad ra/ sul Allah* (‘in the name of God, no god but God unique, Muhammad is the messenger of God’), divided by stars and crescents at 3, 6 and 9 o’clock and pellet within annulet at 12 o’clock; *rev.* field: impressive arch supported by decorated columns containing vertical barbed spear, two pennants to right, to either side of spear shaft *nnsr/ Allah* (‘the help of God’); to right of arch downwards: *khalqat Allah* (‘the image of God’), to left downwards *amir al-mu’minin* (‘Commander of the Faithful’); in border at 1 o’clock four stars in crescents with Pahlawi word *PA* (‘praise’); wt.3.22gms. (Morton and Eden, 27 April 2017; Miles, G: *Mihrab and ‘Anazah: A study in Early Islamic Iconography*, in *Archealogia orientale in memoriam Ernst Herzfeld*, 1952), with Hephthalite countermark on obverse border at 3 o’clock, small edge chip at 9 o’clock, otherwise extremely fine and of the highest rarity $100,000-125,000

The key to reading this *mihrab* or *‘anaza* drachm lies in the interpretation of the words *khalqat Allah* (‘the image of God’) rather than the later and usually accepted version *khalifat Allah* (‘the caliph of God’). This incorrect reading was introduced by the late George Miles, curator of the American Numismatic Society, when he first published this extraordinarily rare drachm. The portrait on the obverse is clearly different from the usual Sasanian bust of Khusraw II, in that it shows him wearing a metal helmet without the usual winged crown above and chain mail. The Arabic legends on the coin are correctly inscribed in the usual *kufic* script of the time, where it is inconceivable that such a clumsy error would have been accepted by any literate individual handling the piece. The rarity of this coin suggests that it was intended as a pattern issue designed to test whether its design and legends, representing the new faith of Islam, would be acceptable to the people. The barbed spear was clearly an image on the new coinage that should be used in place of the cross which had appeared hitherto. Its great rarity would also imply that this experiment was not successful and that it prompted the Caliph ‘Abd al-Malik to reject the spear and to replace the use of any images with passages from the Holy Qur’an.

An example of this coin was sold by Morton & Eden, Auction 85, 26th April 2017, lot 3. The piece was graded very fine to good very fine and realised £80,000 plus 20% buyer’s premium.

**ISLAMIC COINS**
36. **Arab-Byzantine**, Anonymous, temp al-Walid I (86-96h), gold tremessis, undated, Latin inscriptions, rev. column on two steps, wt. 1.39gms. (Album 121.1), virtually full legends on obverse, the reverse complete and perfectly centred, good extremely fine and rare, especially in this condition $1500-2000

37. **Umayyad**, Anonymous, temp. 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan (65-86h), gold dinar, no mint (Damascus) 78h, wt. 4.20gms. (Album 125), fine, neat calligraphy, good extremely fine $600-800

38. **Umayyad**, Anonymous, temp. Hisham (105-125H), gold dinar, no mint (Damascus) 123h, wt. 4.24gms. (Album 136), lustrous good extremely fine $600-800

39. **Umayyad**, Anonymous, temp. Ibrahim (126-127h) / Marwan II (127-132h), silver dirham, Sijistan 127h, wt. 2.82gms. (Klat 445, two references), extremely fine and very rare $2500-3000

40. **Umayyad**, Anonymous, copper fals (2), without mint name (Iliya), undated, rev. with 5-branch candlestick, wts. 3.57gms., 2.50gms. (Walker p.205: 605; Album 163.2), extremely fine and very fine respectively (2) $300-350
41. **Abbasid Revolution**, Partisans of ‘Abd Allah b. Mu’awiya (c 127-132h), silver dirham, Jayy 129h, wt. 2.83gms. (Klat 270a; Wurtzel 3; Album 206.1), *very fine and rare* $500-600

42. **Umayyad**, Anonymous, temp. Hisham, silver dirham, al-Bab 117h, wt. 2.75gms. (Klat 144, two references), *very fine and extremely rare* $2500-3000

Al-Bab is today’s Derbent, in the Republic of Dagestan, Russia, located on the Caspian Sea. It is the southernmost city in Russia.
43. **Abbasid**, al-Musta’in (248-251h), gold dinar, Makka 249h, wt. 4.14gms. (Album 233.2; Bernardi 161Ef – one reference), weakly struck, very fine and extremely rare $8500-9500

44. **Abbasid**, al-Mu’tadid (279-289h), gold dinar, al-Rafiqa 282h, wt. 3.63gms. (Bernardi 211Hn; Album 241), some weakness on outer legend, otherwise lustrous extremely fine $600-800

45. **Abbasid**, al-Mu’tadid (279-289h), gold dinar, al-Rafiqa 283h, wt. 3.90gms. (Bernardi 211Hn; Album 241), brilliant, virtually as struck $800-1000

**Islamic Coins**
**UN PUBLISHED ABBASID GOLD DONATIVE DINAR**

46. **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), gold donative dinar without mint name, dated 318h, unusual reverse design with four fish within inner circle, wt. 6.49gms, unpublished, *about extremely fine and of the highest rarity* $70,000-80,000
47. **Abbasid**, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), silver dirham, Madinat al-Salam 299h, wt. 2.94gms. (Album 246.2), a common issue, but struck on a broad flan with full legends, brilliant mint state, a mini calligraphic masterpiece and very rare as such

$600-800

48. **Almoravid**, ‘Ali b. Yusuf (500-537h), gold dinar, Nul hamta 534h citing his heir Tashufin, wt. 4.15gms. (Hazard 388; Album 466.3), good very fine

$600-800

49. **Rum Seljuq**, The Three Brothers, Kaykau’us II, Qilij Arslan IV and ‘Ala al-din Kayqubad II (647-657h), gold dinar, Qonya 648h, wt. 4.47gms. (Album A1227), brilliant uncirculated

$1250-1500

50. **Ottoman**, Bayezid II (886-918h), gold sultani, Qustantiniya 886h, wt. 3.52gms. (Pere 101; Album 1311), very fine, rare

$1500-2000

51. **Golden Horde**, First Period, 624-690h, Töle Buqa (686-690h), silver dirham, Qrim (Crimea) undated, with ruler’s name in Uighur, rev. lion and mint name, wt. 1.62gms. (Album 2022A [RRR]), some softness in centre, but extremely fine and very rare

$2000-2500
Khwarazmshah, Jalal al-din Mangubarni b. ‘Ala al-din Muhammad (617-628Ah/AD.1220-1231), base gold double dinar, mint not clear, 620h, obv. field: la ilah illa Allah/Muhammad rasul Allah/al-Nasir li-din Allah/amir al-mu'minin; in margin what appears to be Surah IX (al-Tauha), v. 33, but the legend can only be read in part due to the carelessness of the die striker; rev. field: al-Sultan al-a'zam/jalal al-dunya wa'l-din/abu Muzaffar Mangubarni, remainder of legend illegible but probably the name of Mangubarni’s father ‘Ala al-din Muhammad; in margin duriba hadha'l-dinar... decade of date - ‘ashrin, wt. 7.20gms. (Album S: Checklist of Islamic Coins, p. 190, no. 1742), unpublished as a double dinar, unevenly struck but very fine and very rare $10,000-12,000

In 617h/AD.1220 the Mongol forces advanced into the Khwarazmshah’s territories, driving ‘Ala al-din Muhammad bin Takash before them. In a state of panic, he warned his subjects not to try to withstand this invincible army. He eventually escaped to an island in the Caspian Sea, where he died shortly after. His death resulted in the usual struggle for the leadership among his sons, the heir presumptive Uzlaq Sultan, Aq Sultan and Jalal al-din Mangubarni. It was Mangubarni who won, which made his brothers so angry that they plotted to kill him. He managed to escape to Nishapur, but was there for no more than a day before the Mongol army arrived at the city gates. Mangubarni then fled to Ghazna, hotly pursued by the Mongols who finally gave up the chase, leaving him to travel to Parvan in the Hindu Kush. The Mongols followed him there, but Mangubarni defeated them after a fierce two-day battle. He returned to Ghazna and planned to seek safety beyond the Indus River but he was now pursued by an even greater army led by Chinghiz Qa’an himself and he only managed to escape by riding his horse across the Indus River. Mangubarni’s story does end happily, for when he reached the other side of the river, he raised his sword, lance and shield, at which Chinghiz, having given up the pursuit, cried out to his sons in amazement and admiration at Mangubarni’s courage. Although the fabric and calligraphy on this very rare but badly struck coin are typical of the Ghazna mint, Mangubarni is not believed to have struck any coins in the city, but at the nearby fortress of Qa’a Nay. Although only the decade survives it is sufficient to assume that the coin must have been in struck in 620h. This is an exceptional opportunity to acquire a gold coin of one of the greatest and first, but little known, guerrilla fighter heroes of medieval Islam and the only one known to have acquired and maintained his status as a worthy foe of the great Chinghiz Qa’an.
53. **Mongol Great Khans**, Chingiz Qa’an (602-624h/A.D.1206-1227) gold dinar, Bukhara, no date visible (623-624h), *obv.* la ilah illa/Allah Muhammad/rasul Allah/pellet (*no god but God, Muhammad is the messenger of God*), *rev.* Chingiz Qa’an/al-‘Adil/remainder illegible, wt. 4.94 gms. (Album Checklist p. 211, 1964) $5000-6000

54. **Commune of Acre** (AD.1231-1243), billon denier, *obv.* in circle: patriarchal cross with letters *alpha* and *omega* in lower angles; in margin: MONETA REGIS; *rev.* in circle: cross pattée; in margin: cross REX ILEM; wt. 0.91gms. (Malloy p. 82, no. 52), *good very fine and very rare* $300-350
COINS OF THE CRUSADERS

55. Crusader, gold dinar copying a Fatimid dinar in the name of the Caliph al-Amir (495-524h/AD.1101-1130), purporting to have been struck in al-Qahira dated xx8h, obv. inner circle: al-Imam/al-Mansur; inner margin: abu-‘Ali al-Amir bi-Akbam Allah amir al-mu‘minin (‘abu-‘Ali the one who commands the fulfillment of God’s decrees, Commander of the Faithful’); outer margin: bism Allah al-rahman al-rahim duriba hadha’l-dinar bi’l-Qahira sana x88 (‘in the name of God the Merciful the Compassionate, this dinar was struck in al-Qahira year xx8’); wt. 3.81gms. (Malloy, A. G., Preston, I.F. and Seltman, A. J, ed. Allen G. Berman, Coins of the Crusader States, New York 1994, p. 116 no. 3. Extremely fine. Malloy classifies this coin as a dinar struck at ‘Akka (Acre) in imitation of those of the Fatimid Caliph al-Amir, second phase circa AD.1148-1159 (583h), extremely fine and rare $500-600

56. Crusader, silver dirham, ‘Akka (Acre) AD.1251, obv. field: large cross in circle; in square around: Allah wabid buwa/al-iman/wabid/al-ma’udiya wabid (‘one God, one Faith, one Baptism’); in marginal segments: duriba bi-‘Akka/ sana aif wa/mi’atayn wa khamsin wa abad/ bi-tajassud (‘struck in Acre year one thousand two hundred fifty and one of the Incarnation’); rev. field: al-Ab wa‘l-Ibn/ wa‘l-Rub al-Qudas/wabid (‘the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. One Divinity’); in marginal segments (largely off flan): labu al-majid ila abad/ al-abadin/ amin amin (‘His is the glory forever and ever, amen, amen’); wt. 2.78gms. (Malloy p. 138, no. 13), irregular strike but very fine and very rare $400-500
57. **Crusader**, silver dirham, ‘Akka (Acre) 1251h, *obv.* and *rev.* design and legends as previous, but the cross in the centre of the obverse field is not in a circle, wt. 2.80gms. (Malloy p. 138, no. 13), *good very fine and very rare* $500-600

58. **Crusader**, silver dirham, ‘Akka (Acre) 1251h, *obv.* and *rev.* design and legends as previous, but the cross in the centre of the obverse field is much smaller, wt. 2.37gms. (Malloy p. 138, no. 13), *crudely struck, fine and rare* $350-400

59. **Crusader**, silver dirham, ‘Akka (Acre) 1251h, *obv.* and *rev.* design and legends as previous, but with fleur de lys instead of a cross in centre of the *obv.* field, wt. 2.59gms. (Malloy p. 139, no. 15), *good very fine and very rare* $500-600


61. **Crusader**, silver half dirham, ‘Akka (Acre) 1251h, *obv.* and *rev.* design and legends as previous, but without any cross in the *obv.* field; wt. 1.52gms. (Malloy p. 138, no. 14), *good very fine and very rare* $350-400
WORLD COINS AND TOKENS

62. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1866, Sydney mint, laur. head l., *rev.* AUSTRALIA within wreath, crown above (KM.4; Fr.10), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63*, scarce $2000-2500

63. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1870, Sydney mint, laur. head l., *rev.* AUSTRALIA within wreath, crown above (KM.4; Fr.10), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63*, scarce $2000-2500

64. **Australia**, Victoria, sovereign, 1886M, young head l., M below, *rev.* St George and the dragon (S.3857C), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 65* $2250-3250

One of the two highest graded by PCGS, these coins rarely appear without significant bagmarks, making this a very scarce and choice piece with a satin-like finish.


A SUPERB, AUSTRALIA, GEORGE V, SPECIMEN SET, 1916M

67. **Australia**, George V, specimen set, florin to threepence, 1916M, Melbourne mint, crowned bust r., *rev.* shield of arms with supporters (KM PS3), all certified by NGC, the sixpence graded Specimen 68, the others graded Specimen 67, very rare and seldom offered for sale (4)

Only 25 sets issued - a superb set, the finest known.

$30,000-35,000
AUSTRALIA, GEORGE V, PROOF FLORIN TO THREEPENCE, 1934

68. Australia, George V, proof florin, shilling, sixpence, threepence, 1934, crowned bust r., rev. shield of arms with supporters (KM.27, 26, 25, 24), all certified by NGC, the sixpence graded Proof 65, the others graded Proof 64, very scarce (4)

$25,000-27,500
69. **Australia**, George V, florin, 1927, crowned bust l., rev. Parliament House (KM.31); George VI, crown, 1937, bare head l., rev. crown above date and value (KM.34), both certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 (2) $125-175

70. **Australia**, George V, halfpenny, 1912H, crowned bust l., rev. value within circle (KM.22), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 65+ Red Brown $400-450

71. **Australia**, George VI, crowns, 1937 (3), bare head l., rev. crown above date and value (KM.34), all certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64+, Mint State 64 and Mint State 63 (3) $250-300
*all ex Baldwin’s vault

72. **Australia**, George VI, crowns, 1937 (2), bare head l., rev. crown above date and value (KM.34), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 63 and Mint State 62 (2) $100-125
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

73. **Bahamas**, George III, penny, 1806, laur. bust r., rev. full-masted ship sailing r., in ex. EXPULSIS PIRATIS/RESTITUTA/COMMERCIA (pirates expelled, commerce restored) (KM.1), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Brown $650-850
The highest example graded at NGC.
74. **Belgium**, Brabant, Jeanne and Wenceslas (1355-1383), pieter d’or, St. Peter holding book and key above shield of arms rev. ornate cross, wt. 4.13gms. (Fr.11), *a little creased, good extremely fine* $2600-2800

75. **British North Borneo**, proof plantation dollar token in red copper, pre-1896, Sandakan Tobacco Company Ltd., value and name in English, rev. Chinese characters (LaWe 752), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 Red Brown* $300-350

*ex Baldwin’s vault

76. **Canada**, George V, 25 cents, 1921, crowned bust l., rev. value and date within wreath (KM.24a), *darkly toned, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63, scarce* $1000-1250

77. **Canada**, Nova Scotia, Halifax Steam Boat Company, copper ferry token, undated, port-side view of the steam and sail ferry, rev. FERRY TOKEN (Br.900), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Red Brown, a choice example* $140-180

*ex Baldwin’s vault

78. **Canada**, Nova Scotia, Halifax Steam Boat Company, copper ferry token, undated, port-side view of the steam and sail ferry, rev. FERRY TOKEN (Br.900), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 Red Brown* $140-180

*ex Baldwin’s vault
79. Chile, Carlos III, 8 escudos, Santiago, 1772A, bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms within Order chain (KM.25), *some striking weakness at 12 o’clock on both sides, otherwise good very fine and rare* $3000-3500

The last year of issue for this type.

80. China, Empire, Kuang Hsü, dollar of 7 mace 2 candareens, Tientsin mint, undated (1908), four large characters within central circle, rev. dragon, character and English legend (KM.Y14; L&M.11; Kann 216), *an evenly worn coin, certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40* $500-600

*ex Baldwin's vault

81. China, Empire, Hsüan-t'ung, dollar, year 3 (1911), four large characters within central circle, rev. dragon (KM.Y31; L&M.37), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62* $3250-4000

82. China, Empire, Hsüan-t'ung, dollar, year 3 (1911), four large characters within central circle, rev. dragon, extra flame, no dot (KM.Y31; L&M.37), *certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Reverse Scratched* $1000-1250

83. China, Empire, Hsüan-t'ung, dollar, year 3 (1911), four large characters within central circle, rev. dragon, extra flame, no dot (KM.Y31, L&M.37), *certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine 35* $600-800

*ex Baldwin’s vault*
84. **China**, Chihli province, Pei Yang, Kuang Hsü, dollar, year 24 (1898), reads ARSENAL etc., year 24 (1898), character legend, rev. dragon (KM.Y65.2; L&M.449), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated Details, Cleaned $400-450

85. **China**, Chihli province, Pei Yang, Kuang Hsü, dollars (5): year 24 (1898), reads ARSENAL etc.; years 26 (1900); 29 (1903); 33 (1907); 34 (1908), character legend, rev. dragon (L&M.449, 459, 462, 464, 465), all certified and graded by NGC, as Fine 15, Very Fine 20, Extremely Fine 45, Very Fine 30 and Extremely Fine 40 respectively (5) $800-1200
   *ex Baldwin's vault

86. **China**, Chihli province, Pei Yang, Kuang Hsü, 20 cents, year 25 (1899), character legend, rev. dragon (KM. Y71; L&M.456), certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 55 $1250-1750
87. **China**, Hupeh province, dollar, undated (1895-1907), character legends within and around central circle, *rev.* dragon (KM.Y127.1; L&M.182), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated Details, Chopmarked* $400-600 *ex Baldwin’s vault*

88. **China**, Hupeh province, Hsüan-t’ung, dollar of 7 mace and 2 candareens, undated (1909-1911), character legends within and around central circle, *rev.* dragon (KM.Y131; L&M.187; Kann 45), *certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine Details – Chopmarked* $200-300 *ex Baldwin’s vault*

89. **China**, Kansu province, dollar, year 17 (1928), facing bust of Sun Yat-sen, *rev.* national star (KM.Y410; L&M.618), *certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 45* $15,500-17,500

90. **China**, Kiangnan province, Kuang Hsü, dollar of 7 mace 2 candareens (1902), character legend, *rev.* dragon, no dot, ‘Tiger’ character (KM.Y145a.8; L&M.248; Kann 94), *certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine Details - Chopmarked* $300-400 *ex Baldwin’s vault*
91. China, Kiangnan province, 20 cents, CD.1901, initials HAH, rev. dragon (KM.Y143a.7; L&M.245), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63
   *ex Baldwin's vault
   $400-600

92. China, Kwangtung province, Kuang Hsü, 20 cents of 1 mace and 4.4 candareens (3), undated (1890-1908), character legend, rev. dragon (KM.Y201; L&M.135), all certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 (3)
   *ex Baldwin's vault
   $350-450

93. China, Kwangtung province, Kuang Hsü, 20 cents of 1 mace and 4.4 candareens (2), undated (1890-1908), character legend, rev. dragon (KM.Y201; L&M.135), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 63 and Uncirculated Details, Cleaned (2)
   *ex Baldwin's vault
   $250-350

94. China, Kwangtung province, Kuang Hsü, 20 cents of 1 mace and 4.4 candareens (2), undated (1890-1908), character legend, rev. dragon (KM.Y201; L&M.135), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 61 and Uncirculated Details, Obverse Cleaned respectively; 10-cents of 7.2 candareens (2), similar (KM.Y200; L&M.136), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 61 and About Uncirculated 58 respectively (4)
   *ex Baldwin's vault
   $250-350

The present cataloguers feel that the second coin is vastly under graded and that the obverse shows no signs of ever having been cleaned.
95. **China**, Kwangtung province, Kuang Hsü, 20 cents of 1 mace and 4.4 candareens (2), undated (1890-1908), character legend, *rev.* dragon (KM.Y201; L&M.135), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 62 and Mint State 61 respectively; 10 cents of 7.2 candareens (2), similar (KM.Y200; L&M.136), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61 (3) $200-250
*ex Baldwin’s vault

96. **China**, Kwangtung province, Kuang Hsü, 10 cents of 7.2 candareens, undated (1890-1908)(4), character legend, *rev.* dragon (KM.Y200; L&M.136), all certified and graded by NGC, one as Mint State 63, the others as Mint State 62 (4) $300-400
*ex Baldwin’s vault

97. **China**, Kwangtung province, Kuang Hsü, brass cash, undated (1890-1908) (4), characters around central square hole (KM.Y190), mostly bright, all certified and graded by NGC, two as Mint State 64 and Mint State 62, two as Uncirculated Details – Environmental Damage (4) $200-250
*ex Baldwin’s vault

The ‘Environmental Damage’ appears to be partial peripheral bronze disease on otherwise mint state coins.

98. **China**, Kwangtung province, Hsüan-t’ung, dollar of 7 mace and 2 candareens, undated (1909-1911), character legends within and around central circle, *rev.* dragon (KM.Y206; L&M.138; Kann 31), certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine Details – Chopmarked $200-300
*ex Baldwin’s vault
99. China, Kweichow province, ‘auto’ dollar, year 17 (1928), Chinese legends, rev. automobile (KM.Y428; L&M.609), certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine 30 $9000-12,000

Struck to commemorate the completion of the Provincial highway in Kweichow.

100. China, Sinkiang province, sar (tael), undated (1910), character legend within circle, rev. dragon (KM.Y7; L&M.811), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40 $500-600

*ex Baldwin’s vault

101. China, Sinkiang province, sar (tael), year 1 (1912), character legends, rev. crossed flags of four stripes with arabesques (KM.42a; L&M.833), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine Details, Environmental Damage $400-600

*ex Baldwin’s vault

102. China, Sinkiang province, sar (tael), year 6 (1917), character legends, rev. Arabic legend in circle, rosette at top between wheat ears (KM.Y45; L&M.837), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40 $200-300

*ex Baldwin’s vault
103. China, Sinkiang province, 5 micals, AH.1324 (1906), Chinese legend, rev. Turki legend in floral wreath (Y35a; L&M.802), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62, rare in this grade $800-1000 *ex Baldwin’s vault

104. China, Sinkiang province, 5 micals (3): AH.1326 (1908); AH.1329 (1911); 1910 (KM.Y25.2, Y.A28.3, Y6; L&M.750, 760, 820), all certified and graded by NGC, the first and last as Very Fine 30, the second as Very Fine 25 (3) $250-350 *all ex Baldwin’s vault

105. China, Szechuan province, dollar, year 1 (1912), design with border of circles, rev. characters (KM.Y456; L&M.366; Kann 7), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53 $150-200 *ex Baldwin’s vault

106. China, Yunnan province, 50 cents, undated (1911-1915), character legend, rev. dragon, two circles below pearl (KM.Y.257; L&M.422), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 $100-150 *ex Baldwin’s vault
107. China, Republic, Li-Yuan Hung, dollar, undated (1912), uniformed bust three-quarters l., without hat, rev. value within wreath (KM.Y321; L&M.45; Kann 639), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 $5250-6250

108. China, Republic, Li-Yuan Hung, dollar, undated (1912), uniformed bust three-quarters l., without hat, rev. value within wreath (KM.Y321; L&M.45; Kann 639), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62 $3250-4000

109. China, Republic, Yuan Shih-kai, dollar (yuan), undated (1914), Founding of Republic, facing bust wearing military uniform and plumed helmet, rev. value within barley wreath, legend around (KM.Y322; L&M.858), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 $6500-7500

110. China, Republic, Yuan Shih-kai, dollars (4): years 3 (1914); 8 (1919); 9 (1920); 10 (1921), bust l., rev. value in wreath (KM.Y329.6; L&M.63, 76, 77, 79), all certified and graded by NGC, as Extremely Fine Details – Rim Damage, Extremely Fine 45, Extremely Fine 40 and Extremely Fine Details – Chopmarked respectively (4) $400-600

*ex Baldwin’s vault
111. **China**, Republic, Hung Hsien, dollar (yuan), undated (1916), Inauguration of Hung Hsien regime, facing bust wearing military uniform and plumed helmet, *rev.* winged dragon l. (KM.Y332; L&M.942), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* $22,500-27,500

112. **China**, Republic, Hsu Shih-Chang, dollar (yuan), year 10 (1921), reeded edge, bust three-quarters l., *rev.* view of pavilion, legend below (KM.K676; L&M.864), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 60* $13,000-18,000

113. **China**, Republic, dollar (yuan), year 12 (1923), national emblem flanked by dragon and peacock, *rev.* value in small characters within wreath (KM.Y336; L&M.81), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62+* $20,000-25,000

This is often referred to as the Pu Yi Wedding Dollar.
114. **China**, Republic, President Tsao Kun, dollar (yuan), undated (1923), facing bust in civilian dress, *rev.* two crossed flags (KM.677; L&M.958), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55*  
$6500-7500

This was issued to commemorate the succession of Hsu Shih Chang to the office of President in 1918.

115. **China**, Republic, Tuan Chi Jui, dollar (yuan), undated (1924), facing bust, *rev.* value within wreath (KM. K683; L&M.865), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61*  
$10,000-13,000

Commemorating the ‘Peaceful Unification’ of China during the warlord period.

116. **China**, Republic, Sun Yat-sen, dollar, year 21 (1932), bust l., *rev.* junk sails r., dividing value, rising sun on r., three birds fly above (KM.Y344; L&M.108; Kann 622), *excellent details, certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated Details - Polished*  
$2500-3000
117. **China**, Republic, Sun Yat-sen, dollar, year 22 (1933), bust l., rev. junk sails r., dividing value (KM.Y345; L&M.109; Kann 623); MEMENTO dollar, 1927, bust l., rev. value in floral and wheat wreath (KM.Y318a; L&M.49), both certified and graded by NGC, as About Uncirculated Details – Cleaned and Extremely Fine 45 respectively (2) $250-300

*ex Baldwin's vault

118. **Colombia**, Cucuta, El Casino, copper fuerte token, undated, 33mm.; **Guatemala**, Pochuta, Chimaltenango, El Retiro, J. Fernandez Romero, copper centavo, undated; **Mexico**, Yucatan, Fincas de C. Camara, nickel ½ real token, 1888, all certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 62 Red, Mint State 61 Red Brown and Mint State 64 respectively (3) $150-200

*ex Baldwin's vault

119. **Cyprus**, Victoria, piastre, 1886, diad. head l., rev. value within dotted circle (KM.3.2), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Red Brown $650-850

A scarce coin in this high grade.

120. **France**, First Republic, Monneron Frères, bronze token 2 sols (2), l’An IV, 1792, Liberty seated l., her l. arm resting on The Declaration of the Rights of Man, rev. legend in six lines (KM.Tn25), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64 Red Brown and Mint State 63 Red Brown (2) $400-600

**World Coins and Tokens**
121. **France**, Fifth Republic, ‘Monnaies Métalliques – Décret du 22 Décembre 1959’, an official set of 9 essais of the new coinage, 1959, comprising silver 5- and 2 francs, nickel franc, cupro/bronze-aluminium-nickel 50-, 20- and 10 cents, aluminium 5-, 2 centimes and centime, each coin stamped ESSAI, contained in a handsome velvet-lined green leather case of issue, the lid embossed in gilt ‘MONNAIES MÉTALLIQUES DÉCRET DU 22 DÉCEMBRE 1959, with explanatory card of the metal content, small ‘tone’ spot by Liberty’s knee on 5 francs, the set choice mint state and extremely rare (9) $3000-4000

The set was distributed in 1962.
122. **France**, Fifth Republic, ‘Concours Monétaire 1961’, an official specimen set of 14 x 20 centimes, struck in bronze-aluminium, displaying each side of the seven designs, none of the coins marked as an essai, in velvet-lined fitted leather case of issue, the lid embossed in gilt with the misleading title, ‘CONCOURS MONÉTAIRE/1961/50. 20 ET 10 CENTIMES’, choice mint state and extremely rare (14) $4000-6000
123. **German East Africa**, copper 20 heller, 1916T (2), small crown with ribbons, date below, rev. denomination within wreath, pointed tips on Ls (KM.15), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 63 Brown and Mint State 62 Brown* (2) $250-350
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

124. **German East Africa**, brass 20 heller, 1916T (2), large crown with ribbons, date below, rev. denomination within wreath, curled tip on second I. (KM.15a), *both certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* (2) $250-350
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

125. **Great Britain**, Henry III, pennies (5), long cross (1247-1272), crowned bust facing, rev. long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363), *all certified and graded by NGC, two as Mint State 61, one as Mint State 60 and two as About Uncirculated 58* (5) $250-300
*all ex Brussels Hoard
all ex Baldwin’s vault

126. **Great Britain**, Henry III, pennies (4), long cross (1247-1272), crowned bust facing, rev. long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363), *all certified and graded by NGC, three as About Uncirculated 55, the other as About Uncirculated 50* (4) $150-200
*all ex Brussels Hoard
all ex Baldwin’s vault

The Brussels Hoard was discovered by workmen in Brussels, Belgium, in 1908.
127. Great Britain, Henry VII, angel, type I, mm. lis over halved sun and rose/halved sun and rose (1485-1487), the archangel Michael slaying the dragon, HENRIC over RICARD, rev. ship bearing shield, cross above, h (over R) and rose at sides, wt. 5.15gms. (S.2180; N.1694; Schneider 501; SCBI 23:-), a little creased and straightened with some light weakness, otherwise very fine and extremely rare with the overstrikes using the dies from the previous reign $4500-5500

128. Great Britain, Philip and Mary (1554-1558), angel, mm. lis, obverse legend reads REGINA•A, the archangel Michael slaying the dragon, rev. legend reads MIRABILE, ship bearing shield, cross flanked by P and M above (S.2496), certified and graded by PCGS as Extremely Fine 40, very rare $20,000-25,000
129. **Great Britain**, Philip and Mary, shilling, 1554, English titles only, busts face-to-face, crown above, dividing date, *rev.* crowned, garnished shield of arms (S.2501; N.1968), *attractively toned, a little weakness, otherwise almost extremely fine* $5250-5750

130. **Great Britain**, Commonwealth, crown, 1656/4, mm. sun, English shield of arms within wreath, *rev.* conjoined shields, mark of value above, wt. 29.90gms. (S.3214; N. 2721), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61, rare in this grade* $4000-5000

131. **Great Britain**, Oliver Cromwell, shilling, 1658, laur. and dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3228; ESC.1005; Bull 254), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* $4000-4500
A Pair of Youthful Experimental Trial Pieces by Leonard Charles Wyon

132. **Great Britain**, Oliver Cromwell (d.1658), imitation Pattern Crown, dated 1843, struck in pewter, engraved by Leonard C. Wyon, when 16 years of age, dr. and laur. bust l. of Oliver Cromwell, as on the renowned 1658 crown by Thomas Simon, OLIVAR. D G.R.P. ANG. SCO. HIB &c PRO, rev. imitation 5 francs of Louis XVIII, copying the 1816 coinage portrait by Auguste-François Michaut, bust l., hair tied by ribbon, signed below truncation, LEONARD. C. WYON 1843, with explanatory legend, W. WYON R.A. CUDI JUSSIT [William Wyon R.A. ordered this to be struck], plain edge, 39mm. (Attwood, Hard at Work, pp. 58-60; Fogs 44-47; BDM.VI, p. 592, illus.; L&S.5A; ESC.14C; Bull 250 [R³]), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63

Leonard Charles Wyon (1826-1891), was the eldest son of William Wyon from whom he learnt his craft (see also lots 133 and 299). He was 16 in 1843 when he made this ‘coin’ as a testament as to his ability. Later the same year, now aged 17, he was appointed Second Engraver to the Royal Mint on the retirement of Jean Baptiste Merlen (1769 - 1850). He succeeded his father as chief engraver in 1851. In recent years two specimens have appeared in the auction market, Baldwin Auction 68, 28 September 2010 (lot 3581), this gilt; and Dr. D. Rees Jones Collection, Spink Auction 117, 19 November 1996 (lot 50).
133. **Italy, Vatican, Clement XII** (1652-1730-1740), *Lorenzo Corsini*, a uniface soft metal striking of the obverse of a medal, made at the Royal Mint in London, c. 1843, by the youthful Leonard C. Wyon, a copy of an original portrait by Ermengildo and Ottone Hamerani of the Pope on the Prize Medal of the Accademia di San Luca, his bust r., wearing mozzetta, camero and stole, CLEMENS XII. PONT. MAX., signed below on truncation, LEONARD C. WYON, 43mm. (Attwood, *Hard at Work*, p. 60, and note; Fig 48; BDM - ), extremely fine and extremely rare

Leonard Charles Wyon (1826-1891), was the eldest son of William Wyon from whom he learnt his craft (see also lots 132 and 299). In 1843 he exhibited his portrait of James Watt at the Royal Academy and between 1845 and 1849 he attended the Academy Schools, winning two medals. Attwood comments on this medal that Wyon ‘was trying to emulate the skill of the Hamerani rather than the identity of the sitter’. Attwood, at the time of the publication of *Hard at Work* (2014), believed the British Museum specimen of the medal to be unique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$325-375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

134. **Great Britain**, Charles II, crown, 1672, V. QVARTO, third laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S.3358; ESC.45; Bull 388), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10,000-15,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Charles II crowns are rarely seen in this high grade.
135. **Great Britain**, Charles II, halfcrown, 1676, V. OCTAVO, retrograde 1 in date, F over H in FRA, R over T in BR, fourth laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S.3367; ESC.478C; Bull 474), *lightly toned, practically as struck*  
*ex Lingford collection*  
$4000-4500

136. **Great Britain**, Charles II, sixpence, 1678/7, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S.3382; ESC.1517; Bull 573), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63*  
$875-925

137. **Great Britain**, Charles II (1660-1685), milled coinage, twopence, undated, crowned bust l., mark of value behind, *rev.* shield of arms over cross fourchée (S.3387; ESC.2167; Bull 582), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65, rare in this high grade*  
$250-350

138. **Great Britain**, Charles II, halfpenny, 1673, laur. bust l., Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3393), *tiny edge bruise by S of CAROLVS, some subdued red on both sides, certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63 Brown, very choice, rare in this grade*  
$1750-2250

139. **Great Britain**, Charles II, farthing, 1675, laur. bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3394), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62 Brown*  
$650-850

140. **Great Britain**, Charles II, pattern farthing in silver, 1676, laur. bust with long hair l., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (P.492), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58*  
$500-700
141. **Great Britain**, James II, five guineas, 1687, TERTIO, second laur. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3397A), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55

$42,500-47,500
142. **Great Britain**, James II, five guineas, 1687, TERTIO, elephant and castle, first laur. bust l., elephant and castle below, *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3398), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53* $60,000-70,000
143. **Great Britain**, James II, crown, 1687, TERTIO, second laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3407; ESC.78), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61* $2250-2750

144. **Great Britain**, James II, halfcrown, 1686, SECVNDO, first laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3408; ESC.494; Bull 749), *toned, extremely fine, rare in this grade* $4000-4500

145. **Great Britain**, James II, tin farthing, 1685, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear, edge reads NVMMORVM • FAMVLVS • 1685 • (S.3420; P.547 [R]), *a few small spots of corrosion, about as struck with original brilliance, extremely rare in this condition* $2250-2750
Great Britain, William and Mary, five guineas, 1692, QVARTO, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3422), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55

$42,500-47,500
147. Great Britain, William and Mary, two guineas, 1694/3, conjoined laur. busts r., rev: crowned shield of arms (S.3424), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 $50,000-55,000

Almost never seen in this grade.
148. **Great Britain**, William and Mary, guinea, 1689, conjoined laur. busts r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3426), practically uncirculated, rare in this grade

$10,500-12,500

149. **Great Britain**, William and Mary, crown, 1691, TERTIO, conjoined laur. busts r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, interlinked WM's in angles (S.3433; ESC.82; Bull 820), *certified and graded by NGC at Extremely Fine 45*

$1600-2000
150. **Great Britain**, William and Mary, halfcrown, 1689, PRIMO, caul only frosted, pearls, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. second crowned shield of arms (S.3435; ESC.510; Bull 839), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53

$325-375

151. **Great Britain**, William and Mary, halfcrown, 1690, SECVNDO, no stop after date, second V of GVLIELMVS over S, reads GRETIA in error, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. second crowned shield of arms (S.3435; ESC.514; Bull 848), light scratch on king's head, otherwise practically as struck, extremely rare in this grade

*$ex Baldwin's vault$ $5000-5500$
152. **Great Britain**, William III, five guineas, 1701, D. TERTIO, ‘fine work’, second laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields with ornamental sceptres in angles (S.3456), certified and graded as Mint State 61 Ornaental Sceptres, the variety with ornamental sceptres is very rare and seldom offered for sale $80,000-90,000
153. **Great Britain**, William III, crown, 1696, OCTAVO, GEI instead of DEI in reverse legend, first laur. and dr. bust r. rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3470; ESC.91; Bull 1000), certified and graded by NGC as Very Fine 30, extremely rare, seldom offered for sale $1250-1750
*ex A-Tokyo collection*

154. **Great Britain**, William III, crown, 1700, DODECIMO, third laur. and dr. bust variety r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3474; ESC.97; Bull 1010), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62+ $2000-3000

155. **Great Britain**, William III, brockage sixpence (1695-1701), portrait of king with mirror image on reverse, certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Very Good Details, Damaged $225-300
156. Great Britain, Anne, five guineas, 1705, QVARTO, dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3560), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55
£85,000-95,000
157. Great Britain, Anne, two guineas, 1711, dr. bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3569), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63

$65,000-75,000

The finest we have seen.
158. **Great Britain**, Anne, misstruck guinea, 1713, third dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3574), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error, About Uncirculated Details, Obverse Damage, Struck 5% Off Center* $2000-3000

Gold misstrikes are incredibly rare - this is the first Queen Anne misstruck guinea we have seen. The obverse damage is minimal.

159. **Great Britain**, George I, crown, 1723, DECIMO, SSC, laur. bust r., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, SSC in angles (S.3640; ESC.114; Bull 1545), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64* $7500-8500
160. **Great Britain**, George I, halfpenny, 1720, laur. bust r., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3660), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62 Brown

$525-625

161. **Great Britain**, George II, crown, 1735, OCTAVO, roses and plumes, young laur. and dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles (S.3686; ESC.120; Bull 1663), practically as struck

$4500-5500

162. **Great Britain**, George II, proof halfcrown, 1746, VICESIMO, old laur. and dr. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3696; ESC.608; Bull 1691), toned, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63

$4000-4500
163. **Great Britain**, George III, pattern guinea, 1761, plain edge, by Yeo, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (W&R.84; D-M.97), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64, very choice and exceedingly rare  

$22,500-27,500

164. **Great Britain**, George III, half guinea, 1810, seventh laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3737), certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 58  

$525-625
165. **Great Britain**, George III, pattern shilling, 1798, by John Milton, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (ESC.1243; Bull 2176), *about extremely fine and toned, extremely rare* $4500-5500

166. **Great Britain**, George III, halfpenny, 1771, laur. and cuir. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3774), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 Red Brown* $325-425

167. **Great Britain**, George III, halfpenny, 1772, with error spelling GEORIVS, laur. and cuir. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3774), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Brown* $525-625

168. **Great Britain**, George III, proof twopence, 1797, struck in bronzed copper, early Soho, laur. and dr. bust r., K.: on shoulder, rev. Britannia holding trident and olive branch seated l. on rock, ship to l., SOHO on rock to r, two rows of waves below, date on raised rim below (S.3776; P.1065), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 Brown* $2000-2500

Only one other example graded this highly by NGC.
169. **Great Britain**, George III, pattern five pounds, 1820, ANNO REGNI LX, raised lettered edge, laureate head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3783; W&R.177 [R4]), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 63 Deep Cameo, the orange-peel texture of the fields and the deep frosting of the motifs remain as a testament to the proofing technique of the Royal Mint at this time, very rare and always of keen interest to collectors. $425,000-475,000

*ex Slaney Collection, where it sold for a hammer price of £300,000 + premium

One of the very last coins designed - and minted - during the long reign of George III, this wonderful coin was not actually struck until shortly after the king's death. Pastrocci was still putting the finishing touches on the dies, trying hard to finish the work before the king passed away, but it was not to be. It seems he was finalising the engraving just as the king took his last breath. In all there were four dies - obverse or portrait and reverse (St. George) for each of the two denominations, the 5-sovereigns as it was originally called, seen here, and the 2-sovereigns piece. Each coin was struck with either plain edge or raised lettered edge indicating the 60th year of the reign. A total of only 25 pieces was made of this £5 pattern. It is believed that William Wyon assisted in finishing the dies, including adding the sword held by Saint George, replacing the broken lance of the original Pastrocci design at the insistence of mint-master W. W. Pole. This coin ranks as one of the most beautiful of all British coins.
170. **Great Britain**, George III, pattern two pounds, 1820, ANNO REGNI I.X, raised lettered edge, laur. head r.,

*rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3784; W&R.179), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Ultra Cameo, but the famous motifs engraved by Pistrucci and touched up by William Wyon remain vivid with gold lustre and shimmering mint frost, the highest-graded example

$70,000-80,000

Companion piece to the pattern 5 pounds of this date, this denomination also exists with either plain or raised lettered edge, indicating the 60th and final year of this long reign. Original called a two-sovereigns, or double sovereign, only 60 pieces total were minted of both edge styles very shortly after the reign technically ended upon the king’s death. Pistrucci’s original design of St. George slaying the dragon was modified by William Wyon to remove the broken lance from the saint’s hand, replacing it with a sword. On this size coin, the designs seem most perfectly set, with the broad plain, reflective field around each motif. A glorious example of this coinage era.

**WORLD COINS AND TOKENS**
171. **Great Britain**, George III, crown, 1819, LIX, no stops on edge, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3787; ESC.215A; Bull 2011[R³]), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 Prooflike, a very rare variety $4000-4500

172. **Great Britain**, George III, pattern crown, in silver, undated (1820), by Webb and Mills for Mudie, laur. head r., rev. crowned, cruciform shields, rose, thistle, shamrock and prancing horse in angles (ESC.221; Bull 2055), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 $5750-6250

173. **Great Britain**, George III and Victoria, error strikings (3): sixpence, 1816, struck 15% off-centre, certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Extremely Fine 40; obverse brockage threepence (1838-1887), certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Very Good 8; obverse brockage halfpenny (1860-1874), certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Extremely Fine 45 Brown (3) $250-350

**World Coins and Tokens**
174. Great Britain, George IV, proof five pounds, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3797; W&R.213), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63+, Ultra Cameo $100,000-120,000
175. **Great Britain**, George IV, two pounds, 1823, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3798), certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Cleaned $2000-2500

176. **Great Britain**, George IV, sovereign, 1823, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3800), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 45, a rare date $2000-2500

177. **Great Britain**, George IV, shilling, 1825, bare head l., *rev.* lion on crown (S.3812; ESC.1254; Bull 2405), certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error, Extremely Fine 45, Double Struck, 2nd Strike 70% Off Center $400-450

178. **Great Britain**, George IV, sixpence, 1825, error striking, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned shield within Garter (S.3814; ESC.1659; Bull 2427), certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error About Uncirculated Details, Reverse Misaligned Die, Cleaned $250-350

179. **Great Britain**, George IV, proof penny in bronzed copper, 1826, laur. head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3823), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 63 $750-850

180. **Great Britain**, George IV, penny, 1826, laur. head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3823), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64 Brown $450-550
181. **Great Britain**, William IV, proof two pounds, 1831, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms over mantle (S.3828; W&R.258), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64 Deep Cameo $35,000-42,500

182. **Great Britain**, William IV, sovereign, 1831, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3829), some light brushing in field, good very fine, reverse better, scarce date $2000-2500

183. **Great Britain**, William IV, sovereign, 1832, first bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3829), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 45, rare $2250-2750
184. **Great Britain**, William IV, pattern crown, 1831, bare head r., W. WYON on truncation, **rev.** crowned shield of arms over mantle, edge plain (S.3833; ESC.273; Bull 2460; L&S.3), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 63*

$32,500-42,500$

This is the scarcer of the two types and books at £45,000.
185. **Great Britain**, William IV, proof crown, 1834, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield and mantle, plain edge (S.3833; ESC.275; Bull 2465 [R5]), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64 Cameo, choice surfaces, dark grey obverse, the reverse two-tone with a lighter grey shield, very rare Proof of Record, a very rare date

$70,000-80,000
186. **Great Britain**, Victoria, sovereign, 1838, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64

$5250-6250

The first year of issue and rare in this high grade.

187

188

187. **Great Britain**, Victoria, sovereign, 1838, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), certified and graded by PCGS as Extremely Fine 40, scarce

$1250-1750

188. **Great Britain**, Victoria, sovereign, 1879, young head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3856A), certified and graded by PCGS as Extremely Fine 45

$1250-1750

The rarest of the St. George London sovereigns.

189. **Great Britain**, Victoria, two pounds, 1887, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3865), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63

$1650-1950
190. Great Britain, Victoria, proof five pounds, 1893, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3872), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65 Deep Cameo $88,000-95,000

A superb piece.
191. **Great Britain**, Victoria, proof two pounds, 1893, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3873), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64* Cameo $6500-7500

192. **Great Britain**, Victoria, crown, 1845, cinquefoil edge stops, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3882; ESC.282; Bull 2564), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64, a very choice and rare coin in this high grade $6500-8500

193. **Great Britain**, Victoria, proof crown, 1847, UNDECIMO, ‘Gothic’ bust l., *rev.* crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288; Bull 2571), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 $5250-6250

194. **Great Britain**, Victoria, proof crown, 1847, UNDECIMO, ‘Gothic’ bust l., *rev.* crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288; Bull 2571), scratch behind head, lightly toned, good very fine $2000-2500

195. **Great Britain**, Victoria, halfcrown, 1883, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3889; ESC.711; Bull 2762), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 $400-450
196. **Great Britain**, Victoria, pattern florin, 1848, young laur. head l., *rev.* ONE CENTUM within oak wreath, trident below, 100 MILLES above, ONE TENTH OF A POUND below (ESC.912; Bull 2944), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 62*

$2000-3000

197. **Great Britain**, Victoria, proof sixpence, 1839, young head l., *rev.* value within wreath, plain edge (S.3908; ESC.1685; Bull 3171), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 62*

$650-750

198. **Great Britain**, Victoria, double florin, 1888, inverted 1 for second I of VICTORIA, ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptre in angles (S.3923; ESC.397A; Bull 2700), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63+*

$700-800

199. **Great Britain**, Victoria, double struck copper farthing, 1847, the second strike 75% off centre, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3950), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Extremely Fine Details, Obverse Scratched*

$125-175
200. **Great Britain**, Victoria, penny, 1860, toothed borders, young bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3954), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 66 Red Brown, rare in this high grade* $650-750
*ex Baldwin's vault

201. **Great Britain**, Victoria, penny, 1860, toothed borders, young bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3954), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 Red Brown* $450-550
*ex Baldwin's vault

202. **Great Britain**, Victoria, penny, 1865, young bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3954), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Red Brown* $850-950
*ex Baldwin's vault

203. **Great Britain**, Victoria, penny, 1875, young bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3954), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Red Brown* $450-550
*ex Baldwin's vault

204. **Great Britain**, Victoria, penny, 1888, young bust l., *rev.* Britannia std. r., with shield and trident (S.3954), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 Red Brown* $250-350
*ex Baldwin's vault

205. **Great Britain**, Victoria, proof third farthing, 1868, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3960), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65 Red Brown* $800-1000
206. **Great Britain**, Victoria, Official Pattern Decimal Coinage, bronze half-farthing – 1 centime, 1857, by the Royal Mint, head l., hair tied back with double fillet, legend in broad border around, *rev.* Britannia seated facing r., legend in broad border around (P.1979; F.684 [R18]), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 Brown, a choice coin with peripheral redness, extremely rare* $1000-1250

207. **Great Britain**, Edward VII, matt proof two pounds, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3968), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64 Matte* $2500-3000

A high grade for the two pounds.

208. **Great Britain**, Edward VII, matt proof two pounds, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* St George and the dragon (S.3968), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 63 Matte* $1600-1800

209. **Great Britain**, Edward VII, proof sovereign, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* St George and the dragon (S.3969), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64 Matte, rare in this grade* $1000-1500

210. **Great Britain**, Edward VII, proof half sovereign, 1902, bare head r., *rev.* St George and the dragon (S.3974A), *certified and graded as by PCGS Proof 64 Matte, rare in this grade* $550-850

Only one graded higher by PCGS.
211. **Great Britain**, Edward VII, halfcrown, 1905, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within Garter (S.3980; ESC.750; Bull 3571), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58, very rare  
$5250-5750$

212. **Great Britain**, George V, proof set, 1911, five pounds to Maundy penny, bare head l., rev. various (S.PS11), in original case of issue, some scuffs on five- and two pounds, the silver toned, about uncirculated (12)  
$16,500-19,500$
213. **Great Britain**, George V, proof five pounds, 1911, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3994; W&R.414), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65 $30,000-35,000
214. **Great Britain**, George V, proof two pounds, 1911, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3995), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof* 65+ Cameo $4250-4750

215. **Great Britain**, George V, proof two pounds, 1911, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3995), *certified and graded by NGC as Proof* 64 $4000-4500

216. **Great Britain**, George V, proof sovereign, 1911, bare head l., *rev.* St George and the dragon (S.3996), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof* 66 Cameo $2000-2500

217. **Great Britain**, George V, proof half sovereign, 1911, bare head l., *rev.* St George and the dragon (S.4006), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof* 66 $1250-1750

None graded higher by PCGS.
218. **Great Britain**, George V, pattern crown, 1910, by A. G. Wyon, bare head l., *rev.* St. George spearing the dragon (ESC.389; Bull 3670 [R5]), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64*, very rare $50,000-60,000
219. **Great Britain**, George V, proof halfcrown; shilling, 1911, bare head l., rev. crowned shield within Garter (S.4011, 4013), both attractively toned and certified and graded by NGC as Proof 66 and Proof 65 respectively (2) $400-500

220. **Great Britain**, George V, crown, 1934, bare head l., rev. large crown within wreath (S.4036; ESC.374; Bull 3647), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64, rare $5250-6250

The key date of the series, only 932 pieces struck.

221. **Great Britain**, George VI, proof five pounds, 1937, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.4074), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65 Deep Cameo, scarce $12,000-14,000
222. **Great Britain**, George VI, proof five pounds, 1937, bare head l., rev. St George and the dragon (S.4074), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 65 Deep Cameo $12,000-14,000

223. **Great Britain**, George VI, proof two pounds, 1937, bare head l., rev. St George and the dragon (S.4075), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 66, scarce in this grade $3000-3500

Only one graded higher by PCGS.

224. **Great Britain**, George VI, proof sovereign, 1937, bare head l., rev. St George and the dragon (S.4076), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 67, a rare piece in this grade $4000-5000

Only two are graded higher by PCGS.

225. **Great Britain**, George VI, proof sovereign, 1937, bare head l., rev. St George and the dragon (S.4076), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 66 Cameo $3250-4250
226. **Great Britain**, George VI and Elizabeth II, brass threepence error strikings (3): 1945, double struck; 1964, struck 25% off centre, reverse lamination; 1964, broadstruck with obverse indent, all certified and graded by NGC, the first and third as Mint Error Mint State 63, the second as Mint Error Mint State 62 (3) $200-300

227. **Great Britain**, George VI, penny, 1948, error striking, struck 10% off centre, bare head l., rev. Britannia seated r. with shield and trident (S.4114), certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error About Uncirculated 55 Brown, rare $250-350

228. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, proof crown, 1953, Coronation, queen on horseback l., rev. crown in centre of emblematical cross, shield of arms in each angle (S.4136), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 Cameo $125-225

229. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, VIP proof halfcrown, 1956, laur. bust r., rev. crowned shield, E-R at sides (S.4145; Bull 4362 [R³]), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 68 Deep Cameo $3500-4500

*ex Baldwin's vault

The highest-graded example - an outstanding piece. Very few VIP proofs make this grade.

230. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, VIP proof florin, 1956, laur. bust r., rev. double rose within a circle of radiating thistles, shamrocks and leeks (S.4146; Bull 4405 [R³]), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 66 Cameo $2000-3000

*ex Baldwin's vault

The only example graded at PCGS and only one other has been graded at NGC, as Proof 64.
231. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, VIP proof shilling, 1956, laur. bust r., rev. crowned English shield of arms (S.4147; Bull 4459 [R²]), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 66 Deep Cameo $1600-1800

*ex Baldwin’s vault

232. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, VIP proof shilling, 1956, laur. bust r., rev. crowned Scottish shield of arms (S.4148; Bull 4495 [R²]), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 67 Deep Cameo $1600-1800

*ex Baldwin’s vault

The only one graded at PCGS and the highest graded at NGC.

233. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, VIP proof sixpence, 1956, laur. bust r., rev. cross of interlaced rose, thistle, shamrock and leek (S.4149; cf. Bull 4533 [R³], VIP proof not listed), certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 66 Cameo $1250-1750

*ex Baldwin’s vault

234. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, error strikings (4): crown, 1972, Wedding Silver Jubilee, broadstruck (cf. S.LI.1), certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Mint State 63; halfcrown, 1965, struck 15% off centre (cf. S.4145), certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Mint State 62; sixpence, 1964, struck 10% off centre (cf. S.4149), certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Mint State 64; halfpenny, 1964, broadstruck (cf. S.4158), certified and graded by NGC as Mint Error Mint State 63 Brown (4) $250-350

236. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, gold proof five pounds, 1981, crowned bust r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.SE1), in original case of issue, *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 70 Ultra Cameo* $1800-2200

237. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, proof gold five pounds (crown), 1990, Queen Mother’s 90th Birthday, issued by the Royal Mint, crowned bust r., *rev.* ornate E cypher flanked by rose and thistle (S.L1), in original case of issue, *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 69 Ultra Cameo* $1800-2200

238. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, gold proof five pounds (crown), 1993, 40th Anniversary of Reign, issued by the Royal Mint, laur. bust r., encircled by mounted trumpeters separated by the swords and sceptres of the Royal regalia, *rev.* St. Edward’s crown encircled by trumpets (S.L2), in original case of issue, *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 70 Ultra Cameo* $1800-2200

239. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, gold proof five pounds (crown), 1996, 70th Birthday commemorative, issued by the Royal Mint, crowned bust r., *rev.* Windsor Castle with five flags in foreground (S.L3), in original case of issue, *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 69 Ultra Cameo* $1800-2200

240. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, gold proof five pounds (crown), 1998, Prince of Wales’ 50th Birthday, issued by the Royal Mint, crowned head r., *rev.* Prince Charles, with text relating to the work of The Prince’s Trust in background (S.L5), in original case of issue, *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 70 Ultra Cameo* $1800-2200

241. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, gold proof five pounds (crown), 2001, Centenary of Queen Victoria’s Death, issued by the Royal Mint, crowned head r., *rev.* young portrait of Victoria, based on the Penny Black postage stamp, within a V in the form of railway lines, flanked by the iron framework of the Crystal Palace (S.L9), in original case of issue, *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 69 Ultra Cameo* $1800-2200
242. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, proof gold five pounds (crown), 2002, Golden Jubilee, issued by the Royal Mint, crowned bust r., *rev.* equestrian portrait of the Queen (S.L10), in original case of issue, *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 70 Ultra Cameo* $1800-2200

243. **Great Britain**, Elizabeth II, gold proof five pounds (crown), 2007, Diamond Wedding commemorative, issued by the Royal Mint, conjoined busts r., *rev.* the Rose Window of Westminster Abbey (S.L17), in original case of issue, *certified and graded by NGC as Proof 70 Ultra Cameo* $1800-2200

244. **Greece**, John Capodistrias, 5 lepta, 1828, phoenix, cross above, within solid circle, *rev.* value in wreath (KM.3), *certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine 40* $250-300

245. **India**, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb, gold pagoda or nisar, Nasirabad, AH.1102/34, *obv.* Alamgir Shahi, *rev.* mint name visible at top, wt. 3.37gms. (cf. KM.326.2), *extremely fine and very rare* $2500-3500

246. **India**, French, Arcot, Shah Alam II, nazarana rupee, AH.1198/32 (1784), inscription and date in three lines, *rev.* inscription in three lines, wt. 11.51gms. (KM.16; Lecompte 152), *attractively toned, extremely fine and very rare* $2000-2500

A similar coin recently sold in Numismatica Genevensis SA, Auction 12, 18-19 November 2019 (lot 766) for 4000CHF.
247. India, East India Company, Bombay presidency, proof 2 pice, 1791, bale mark, date below, rev. scales (KM.196), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 66 Brown $400-500 *ex Baldwin's vault

The example graded highest at NGC.

248. India, East India Company, Bombay presidency, proof 2 pice, 1791, bale mark, date below, rev. scales (KM.196), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 Brown $350-450 *ex Baldwin's vault

249. India, East India Company, Bombay presidency, proof 1½ pice, 1791, bale mark, date below, rev. scales (KM.195), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 Brown $350-450 *ex Baldwin's vault

There are no examples in higher grades.

250. India, East India Company, Bombay presidency, proof pice, 1791, bale mark, date below, rev. scales (KM.193), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 Brown $250-350 *ex Baldwin's vault

251. India, East India Company, Bombay presidency, proof pice, 1794, bale mark, date below, rev. scales (KM.193), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Brown $275-375 *ex Baldwin's vault

252. India, East India Company, Bombay presidency, proof pice, 1794, bale mark, date below, rev. scales (KM.193), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Red Brown $275-375 *ex Baldwin's vault

253. India, East India Company, Bombay presidency, proof ½ pice, 1794, bale mark, date below, rev. scales (KM.192), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 Red Brown $250-350 *ex Baldwin's vault

Only one example graded higher.
254. **India**, East India Company, Madras presidency, mohur, undated (1819), shield of arms with supporters, *rev.* Persian inscription (KM.421.1; Fr.1587; Pr.241), a sea-salvage coin with dull surface, otherwise good very fine

Recoverd in October 1965 from the wreck of the *Fame*, sunk off Sea Point, Table Bay, South Africa, 14 June 1822 and sold with ticket certificate, signed by Frank Mitchell, Past President of the South African Numismatic Society. *Fame* [629 tons] was built in 1816 by J. S. Scott at Fort Gloster, West Bengal. She was on passage from Calcutta and Madras for London when wrecked with the loss of four passengers, four seamen, and some invalided soldiers.

$1250-1750

255. **India**, East India Company, Madras presidency, proof 1/48 rupee, 1794, arms, *rev.* bale mark (KM.394), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 Brown

*ex Baldwin’s vault

$400-500

256. **India**, East India Company, Madras presidency, proof 1/48 rupee, 1794, arms, *rev.* bale mark (KM.394), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Red Brown

*ex Baldwin’s vault

$275-375

257. **India**, East India Company, Madras presidency, proof 1/96 rupee, 1794, arms, *rev.* bale mark (KM.392), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Brown

*ex Baldwin’s vault

$275-375

259. **India**, Princely States, Baroda, Sayaji Rao III, mohur, VS.1947 (1890), young bust r., rev. inscription over scimitar, date below (KM.Y39), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 $1250-1750

260. **India**, Princely States, Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan II (1285-1329AH/1869-1911AD), ashrafi, 1325/41h, the Chahar Minar Gateway, rev. Persian legends (KM.Y44.1; Fr.1161), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 $1000-1500

261. **India**, Princely States, Hyderabad, Mir Usman Ali Khan (1911-1948), ashrafi, AH.1343/14, Chahar Minar gateway, rev. Persian legends (KM.Y57a), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 $1000-1500

262. **India**, Independent Kingdoms, Kutch, Madanasimg, kori, VS.2004, 1947, coronation of Madanasimgji, inscriptions in Nagari both sides (KM.XM7; Fr.1281), certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 64 $1250-1750
263. **India**, Fasli Indore, Tukoji Rao II (1844-1886 AD), gold presentation Nazarana Mudra mohur, Vikram Samvat 1934, fasli era 1287, *obv.* sunburst encircled by legend SRI MAHARAJA SHAIVAMALIARISNUSHA AHLYA SAMVAT 1934, *rev.* word Mudra encircled by stars and legend in Devanagari PRATRENDRURADHISHA TUKOJI HOLKADA SANA 1287, previously unknown, unlisted in KM but similar to rupee KM.393, *uncirculated and unique*, being certified and graded by NGC, *please contact us for the grade*

$30,000-40,000

Believed to have been struck for a special event for the ruling family.
264. **India**, East India Company, William IV, proof restrike 2 mohurs, 1835, Calcutta Mint, bare head r., R.S. on truncation, *rev.* lion to l., before palm tree (KM.452.1; Fr.1592b; S&W.1.4; Pr.3 restrike), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 62* $25,000-35,000
265. India, East India Company, William IV, ¼ rupee, 1835, Calcutta mint, 19 berries, bare head r., F incuse on truncation, rev. value within wreath (KM.448.5; S&W.1.65), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63

266. India, East India Company, Victoria, mohur, 1841, divided legend, Calcutta mint, bare head l., W.W. incuse on truncation, plain 4, rev. lion l. before palm tree (S&W.3.7; Fr.1595a; Pr.22), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58

267. India, Victoria, restrike five rupees, 1870CM, crowned bust l., rev. denomination and date within decorative border (KM.474; S&W.4.23), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 63 Cameo

268. India, Victoria, mohur, 1888(c), crowned bust l., rev. value and date within border of scrolling foliage, wt. 11.72gms. (KM.496; Fr.1604), bagmarked, practically uncirculated
269. **India**, Victoria, ¼ annas, 1880(c) (6), crowned bust l., *rev.* value, country and date within floral border (KM.486), all certified and graded by NGC, one as Mint State 65 Red Brown, one as Mint State 62 Red Brown, the others as Mint State 64 Red Brown (6) $125-175

270. **India**, Victoria, ¼ annas, 1880(c) (5), crowned bust l., *rev.* value, country and date within floral border (KM.486), all certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 65 Red Brown, Mint State 64 Red Brown, Mint State 63 Red Brown and two as Mint State 62 Red Brown (5) $125-175

271. **India**, Victoria, ¼ annas (5): 1880(c) (3); 1889(c) (2), crowned bust l., *rev.* value, country and date within floral border (KM.486), all certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64 Red Brown, Mint State 63 Red Brown, Mint State 61 Brown, Mint State 64 Red Brown and Mint State 63 Red Brown respectively (5) $125-175
272. **India**, Victoria, ¼ annas (5): 1880(c) (3); 1889(c) (2), crowned bust l., rev. value, country and date within floral border (KM.486), all certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 Red Brown (5) $125-175

273. **India**, Victoria, ¼ annas, 1889(c) (5), crowned bust l., rev. value, country and date within floral border (KM.486), all certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 Red Brown (5) $125-175

274. **India**, Edward VII, pattern cupro-nickel anna, 1904, Calcutta mint, central piercing, E-shaped scrolls 1904, crown above, INDIAN EMPIRE 1904, rev. sun rays from central hole, palm left, numeral 1 right, ANNA above (S&W.7.118; Pr.1054), a superb example, certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65, very rare $3000-4000

One of only two examples graded MS65 by NGC.
275. **India**, Edward VII, pattern cupro-nickel anna, 1904, Calcutta mint, bare head r., by de Saulles, *rev.* numeral 1 above date, ONE ANNA 1904 around (S&W.7.125; Pr.1061), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62, very rare

$3000-4000

276. **India**, Edward VII, pattern cupro-nickel anna, 1905, Bombay Mint, much as the adopted design of 1906 but struck on a round flan, crowned head r., by de Saulles, *rev.* value and date within decorative diamond border (KM.Pn89; cf. Pr.1064), extremely rare, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64

$4000-4500

The only example graded Proof 64 by NGC.

277. **India**, Edward VII, pattern bronze striking of the half pice, 1904, bare head r., by de Saulles, *rev.* value and date within decorative wreath border (S&W.7.162; KM.499; cf. Pr.1051a), a neat official counterstamped '2' on the reverse between and to the right of the E of PICE and the A of INDIA, certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 63 Brown, Pattern Bronze Counterstamped '2'

$1500-2000

The only example graded by PCGS.

278. **India**, Edward VII, pattern nickel striking of the half pice, 1904, bare head r., by de Saulles, *rev.* value and date within decorative wreath border (unrecorded in S&W, though two specimens of 1906 noted), slightly spotted flan, obverse extremely fine, reverse nearly so, but more softly struck

$2000-2500
279. **India**, George VI, error strikings (2): rupee, 1944(b); ½ rupee, 1943(b), dot, crowned bust l., rev. value, country and date within floral border (KM.557.1, 552), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint Error, Mint State 62, struck 15% off centre and Mint Error, Mint State 63, struck 15% off centre respectively (2) $200-300

280. **India**, Portuguese, Goa, set of 4 copper coins, 1871, comprising: tanga; ¼ tanga; 10 reis, 5 reis, crowned shield of arms, rev. value within wreath (KM.306, 304, 303, 302), all certified and graded by NGC, as Uncirculated Details Harshly Cleaned, Mint State 61 Brown, About Uncirculated 58 Brown and Mint State 61 Brown respectively (4) $900-1200

281. **Ireland**, Charles I, issue of 1643-4, ‘Ormonde money’, halfcrown, C.R, large crown above, rev. large mark of value (S.6545), lightly toned, weakly struck in places, about very fine $1250-1500
   With old ticket.

282. **Ireland**, George II, halfpenny, 1736, laur. bust l., rev. Hibernia, crowned harp (S.6605), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 Brown, rare in this grade $400-450

283. **Ireland**, George IV, proof halfpenny, 1822, laur. bust l., rev. Hibernia, crowned harp (S.6624), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Brown, rare $650-850

*World Coins and Tokens*
284. **Italy**, Naples and Sicily, Ferdinand II, 120 grana, 1855, bare head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (KM.370), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 55
$125-175

285. **Italy**, Parma, Maria Luigia, 40 lire, 1815, bust l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms over mantle (KM.C32; Fr.933), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61
$650-950

286. **Italy**, Sardinia, Carlo Emanuele III, scudo, 1757, dr. bust l., *rev.* crowded oval shield of arms with central shield of Savoy (KM.48; Dav.1494), attractively toned, good very fine
$700-800

287. **Italy**, Savoy, Filippo II (1496-1497), testone, bust r., wearing berretto, *rev.* shield of arms, knot and annulet above (cf. MIR.278 for portrait)/277 for reverse), fair
$2000-2500

This was dug up as a single find in Kent, England.

288. **Italy**, Vatican City, Pius XI, 100 lire, 1933-1934, Holy Year issue, bust r., *rev.* Christ stg. (KM.Y19; Fr.284), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63+
$350-450

289. **Italy**, Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele III, 100 lire, 1931R, year IX, bare-head l., *rev.* ‘Italia’ on prow of ship, value and date to right (KM.72; Fr.33), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63
$325-375

---

**World Coins and Tokens**
290. **Italy**, Kingdom, Vittorio Emanuele III, 100 lire, 1936R, year XIV, bare head r., rev. figure striding l., holding fasces (KM.83; Fr.35), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64+, a very rare date $8500-10,000

291. **Mexico**, Carlos III, 8 reales, 1784FM, Mexico City, armoured bust r., rev. crowned shield of arms, chopmarked (KM.106.2); First Republic, 8 reales, chopmarked (2): 1880MH, Mexico City; 1900FZ, Zacatecas, eagle facing, snake in beak, rev. Liberty cap, rays behind (KM.377.10, 377.13), all certified and graded by NGC, the first as Very Fine Details, Chopmarked, the others as Extremely Fine Details, Chopmarked (3) $150-200

292. **Mexico**, Carlos IV, 8 escudos, 1797FM, Mexico City, armoured bust l., rev. crowned shield of arms within Order chain (KM.159; Fr.43), faint adjustment marks and slight weakness on reverse shield, otherwise lustrous extremely fine $1000-1250

293. **Mexico**, Revolution, Campo Morada, silver 2 pesos, 1915 Co. Mo., national arms, rev. sun over mountains (KM.660), good extremely fine $200-250
294. **Myanmar (Burma),** Republic, proof set, 1952, comprising copper nickel kyat, 50, 25, 10, 5 pyas and bronze pya, Chinze to 1, rev. value and date flanked by sprays (KM.37/36/35/34/33/32), with original case, all certified and graded by NGC, as Proof 65 Cameo, Proof 64 Ultra Cameo, Proof 66 Ultra Cameo, Proof 65 Cameo, Proof 66 Cameo, and Proof 66 Red Brown Cameo respectively (6) $3500-4500

Only 100 sets minted.
295. **Netherlands East Indies**, Sumatra, plantation dollar token in brass (c. 1890–1912), P. & R. Bandar Kwala, company name, *rev.* value 1 DOLLAR (LaWe 752), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61, a choice and bright example

$300-350

*ex Baldwin’s vault

296. **Netherlands East Indies**, Sumatra, proof plantation 50 cents token, in red copper (c. 1890–1912), Soengei Diskie (Deli, Sumatra), SOENGY DISKIE ESTATE – 50 – FIFTY CENTS, *rev.* Chinese characters (LaWe 397; Scho.1162), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Brown, a choice coin with almost full original redness

$300-350

*ex Baldwin’s vault

297. **Poland**, Republic, 10 złoty, undated (1925), 900th Anniversary of Poland, crowned eagle, *rev.* bust of Boleslav I l. (Y.32; Fr.116), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 66

$400-450

298. **Portugal**, Maria II, peça (6400 reis), 1834, bare head l., *rev.* crowned arms within wreath (KM.405; Fr.141), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 61

$1200-1500

299. **Portugal**, Maria II, pattern for the gold 5000 reis, 1836, by William Wyon, trial striking of the obverse in soft metal, diademed bust l., MARIA II PORTUG ET ALGARB REGINA, struck with a spreading, clipped border (cf. Gomes E.17.01/02; BDM VI pp. 655-656), *as struck*, with evidence of compass lines for legend placement, extremely rare

$500-700

The 5000 reis coin was issued in 1838, for that one year only. William Wyon travelled to Portugal with the consent of the British Government and stayed in Lisbon for six weeks. Forrer [BDM] quotes Carlisle: ‘The model of Her Majesty was esteemed to be a most happy likeness – and the youthful queen was so well pleased, that she graciously commanded Mr. Wyon to execute a large medal from it, to be used in the intended coinage.'
300. **Rhodesia**, Elizabeth II, proof five pounds, 1966, crowned bust r., *rev.* arms dividing date (KM.7; Fr.1), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 64* $1500-2000

301. **Rhodesia**, Elizabeth II, proof pound, 1966, crowned bust r., *rev.* lion l., holding elephant tusk in its paw (KM.6; Fr.2), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 67* $400-450

302. **Rhodesia**, Elizabeth II, proof 10 shillings, 1966, crowned bust r., *rev.* sable antelope l. (KM.5; Fr.3), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 67* $250-350

303. **Russia**, Peter I, the Great, rouble, 1725СПБ, St. Petersburg, laur. and cuir. bust r., *rev.* date in cruciform surmounted by crowns, monograms in angles (KM.166.3; Dav.1661), *certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58* $2500-3500

The cataloguer considers this to have been conservatively graded.

304. **Russia**, Alexander I & Alexander III, silver 5 kopecks (2): 1821ПД; 1890АГ, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.C126, Y19a.1), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Almost Uncirculated Details, Environmental Damage and Mint State 64 respectively (2)* $125-175

305. **Russia**, Alexander I, kopeck, 1810ФГ, novodel, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.C117.6; Bit.H586), *certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64 Brown* $650-850

306. **Russia**, Nicholas I, rouble, 1850ПА, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.C168.1), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* $575-625
307. **Russia**, Nicholas I, 10 kopecks, 1826Г, St. Petersburg, ‘wings down’ variety, crowned double-headed eagle, date below, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.C127; Bit.142); **Finland**, 25 penniä, 1890L, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.6.2), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 62 and Mint State 63 respectively (2) $125-175
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

308. **Russia**, Nicholas I, 10 kopecks, 1834Г, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.164.1; Bit.349); 5 kopecks, 1831Г, St. Petersburg, ‘wings down’ variety, crowned double-headed eagle, date below, *rev.* value within wreath (KM.C156; Bit.157), both certified and graded by NGC, as Uncirculated Details, Reverse Scratched and Uncirculated Details, Reverse Cleaned respectively (2) $80-100
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

309. **Russia**, Nicholas I, 5 kopecks (2): 1834Г; 1837Г, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.C163; Bit.387, 479), both certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 (2) $80-100
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

310. **Russia**, Nicholas I, 5 kopecks (2): 1848Г; 1854Г, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.C163), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 61 and Mint State 62 respectively (2) $80-100
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

311. **Russia**, Nicholas I & Alexander II, silver 5 kopecks (2): 1851ПА; 1856ФБ, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.C163), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 62 and Mint State 65 respectively (2) $285-325
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

312. **Russia**, Alexander II, 5 roubles, 1877Г, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date (KM.Y.B26; Fr.163), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58 $450-650

313. **Russia**, Alexander II, 5 roubles, 1881Ф, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date (KM.Y.B26; Fr.163), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 58 $450-650
314. **Russia**, Alexander II, 25 kopecks, 1858ФБ; 15 kopecks, 1861, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.C166.1, Y21), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64 and Mint State 63 respectively* (2) $225-275

*both ex Baldwin's vault

315. **Russia**, Alexander II, 20 kopecks (2): 1860ФБ; 1875HI, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y22.2, Y22a.1), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64 and Mint State 62 respectively* (2) $125-175

*both ex Baldwin's vault

316. **Russia**, Alexander II and Nicholas II, 20 kopecks (4): 1862МИ; 1867HI; 19123Б; 1915С, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y22.2, 22a.1, 22a.2), *all certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 62, Mint State 63, Mint State 66 and Mint State 64 respectively* (4) $250-350

*all ex Baldwin's vault

317. **Russia**, Alexander II, 20 kopecks (2): 1877НФ; 1878НФ, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y22a.1), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 65 and Mint State 66 respectively* (2) $250-350

*both ex Baldwin's vault

318. **Russia**, Alexander II, 15 kopecks (2): 1861ФБ; 1879НФ, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y21, 21a.2), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 62 and Mint State 63 respectively* (2) $250-350

*both ex Baldwin's vault

**World Coins and Tokens**
319. **Russia**, Alexander II, 10 kopecks (2): 1857ФБ; 1861, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.C164.1, Y20.2), both certified and graded by NGC, as Uncirculated Details, Edge Filing and Mint State 64 respectively (2)  
*both ex Baldwin’s vault  
$250-350

320. **Russia**, Alexander II, 10 kopecks (2): 1859ФБ; 1859ФБ, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.C164.1, Y20.1), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64+ and Mint State 63 respectively (2)  
*both ex Baldwin’s vault  
$125-175

321. **Russia**, Alexander II & Alexander III, 10 kopecks (2): 1879 НФ; 1884АГ, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.Y20a.2), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 66 and Mint State 64 respectively (2)  
*both ex Baldwin’s vault  
$250-350

322. **Russia**, Alexander II, silver 5 kopecks (2): 1858ФБ; 1879НФ, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.C163, Y19a.1), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 63 and Mint State 66 Prooflike respectively (2)  
*both ex Baldwin’s vault  
$125-175

323. **Russia**, Alexander II, silver 5 kopecks, 1862МИ, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.Y19.2), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64  
*ex Baldwin’s vault  
$125-175

324. **Russia**, Alexander II, silver 5 kopecks (2): 1863АБ; 1868НИ, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.Y19.2, Y19A.1), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 62 and Mint State 63 respectively (2)  
*both ex Baldwin’s vault  
$400-450
325. **Russia**, Alexander II, silver 5 kopecks, 1876HИ, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y19a.1), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* $125-175
*ex Baldwin’s vault

326. **Russia**, Alexander II, silver 5 kopecks, 1878HФ, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y19a.1), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* $250-350
*ex Baldwin’s vault

327. **Russia**, Alexander III, 5 roubles, 1888АГ, bare head r., *rev.* crowned double-headed eagle (KM.Y42; Fr.168), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62* $525-575

328. **Russia**, Alexander III & Nicholas II, 20 kopecks (3): 1891АГ, St. Petersburg; 1915BC (2); silver 5 kopecks, 1912ЭВ, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y22a.1, 22a.2, Y19a.1), *all certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64, Mint State 63, Uncirculated Details, Reverse Scratched and Mint State 65 respectively* (4) $125-175
*all ex Baldwin’s vault

329. **Russia**, Alexander III, 5 kopecks, 1892АГ, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y19a.1); Nicholas II, 10 kopecks, 1902АР, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Y20a.2), *both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 63 and Mint State 65 respectively* (2) $125-175
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

---

**WORLD COINS AND TOKENS**
330. Russia, Nicholas II, 10 kopecks (2): 1912ЗБ, St. Petersburg; 1915БС, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.Y20a.2, Y20a.3), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 65 and Mint State 66 respectively (2) $200-250
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

331. Russia, Nicholas II, 10 kopecks, 1915БС (2), crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.Y20a.3), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 65 and Mint State 63 (2) $125-175
*both ex Baldwin’s vault

332. Russia, Nicholas II, proof silver 5 kopecks, 1901ФЗ, St Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.Y19a.1), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 62 Cameo $800-1000
*ex Baldwin’s vault

333. Russia, Nicholas II, silver 5 kopecks, 1912ЗБ, St. Petersburg, crowned double-headed eagle, rev. value and date within wreath (KM.Y19a.1), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 $100-120
*ex Baldwin’s vault

334. Russia, Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic, 20 kopecks, 1923, national arms within circle, rev. value and date, star above divides wreath (KM.Y82), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 $125-175
*ex Baldwin’s vault
335. **Russia, Latvia, Poland**, a specimen/proof set of coinage, comprising: USSR, silver 50 kopecks; bronze 5 kopecks, 1924, this with plain edge (KMY89.1, Y79); Latvia, silver 2 lati, 1925; silver lats, 1924 (KMY8, 7); Poland, silver 2 złote; złoty, 1925, London (KMY16, Y14), in original case, inscribed to underside of lid in gold lettering THE ROYAL MINT/ LONDON/BECOS TRADERS LTD./RUSSIAN/LATVIAN/POLISH/ COINAGE 1925., *all toned mint state, the 5 kopecks with lustre on obverse (6)*  

$2500-4500

*all ex Baldwin's vault

336. **Saudi Arabia**, four pounds, undated (1945-1946), eagle with wings open, rev. three lined inscription within horizontal bars (KMY34), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 61*  

$2600-3000

337. **Saudi Arabia**, four pounds, undated (1945-1946), eagle with wings open, rev. three lined inscription within horizontal bars (KMY34), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 61*  

$2600-3000

338. **Saudi Arabia**, pound, undated (1947), eagle with wings open, rev. three lined inscription within horizontal bars (KMY35), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 63*  

$2000-2500

339. **Saudi Arabia**, pound, undated (1947), eagle with wings open, rev. three lined inscription within horizontal bars (KMY35), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63*  

$2000-2500

The above four coins were struck at the Philadelphia Mint for a concession payment for oil to the Saudi government. Most of the mintage was melted into bullion.
340. **Scotland**, James VI, fourth coinage, thirty shillings, 1585, half length figure l. in armour, holding sword rev. crowned shield dividing I R and XXX S (S.5487), reverse struck slightly off centre, good very fine $4000-4500

341. **Sierra Leone**, proof penny, 1791, lion, rev. clasped hands, 32 mm. (KM.2.1), identified erroneously as KM.2.2 and certified and graded by NGC as Proof 65 Brown $325-375

342. **Sierra Leone**, proof penny, 1791, lion, rev. clasped hands, 32 mm. (KM.2.1), identified erroneously as KM.2.2 and certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Brown $325-375

343. **Sierra Leone**, proof cent, 1791, lion, rev. clasped hands (KM.1), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Brown $325-375

344. **Sierra Leone**, proof cent, 1791, lion, rev. clasped hands (KM.1), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Brown $325-375

345. **South Africa**, ZAR, veld pond, 1902, ZAR monogram, date below, rev. EEN POND (KM.11; Fr.4), certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Mount Removed $8500-10,000

The cataloguers can see no signs of mounting and consider the coin to be practically mint state.
346. South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.1; Fr.2), certified and graded by PCGS as About Uncirculated 55 $1200-1500

347. South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, half pond, 1893, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.9.2; Fr.3), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine Details, Removed From Jewelry $1625-1825

The key date.

348. South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, half pond, 1893, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.9.2; Fr.3), certified and graded by NGC as Extremely Fine Details, Removed From Jewelry $1625-1825

The key date.

349. South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, 5 shillings, 1892, single shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.8.1), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63 $2000-3000

350. no lot

351. South Africa, ZAR, Kruger, 5 shillings, 1892, double shaft, bust l., rev. circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.8.2), certified and graded by SANGS as Mint State 63 $1250-1750

352. no lot
353. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 2 ½ shillings, 1892, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.8.1), *certified and graded by S.A.N.G.S as Mint State 64* $500-700

354. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 2 shillings, 1892, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.6), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63* $650-950

355. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, shilling, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.5), *certified and graded by S.A.N.G.S as Mint State 63* $250-350

356. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 6 pence, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.4), *certified and graded by S.A.N.G.S as Mint State 65* $250-350

357. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 3 pence, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.3), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65* $500-700

358. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, 3 pence, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.3), *certified and graded by PCGS as Mint State 62* $100-150

359. **South Africa**, ZAR, Kruger, penny, 1892, bust l., *rev.* shield of arms (KM.2), *certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 65 Brown* $250-350

360. **South Africa**, George V, proof sovereign, 1923 SA, bare head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, SA above date (S.4004), *certified and graded by PCGS as Proof 66, rare in this grade* $4000-4500

As issued in the proof set. 655 pieces struck.

**World Coins and Tokens**
361. **South Africa**, George V, proof set, 1931, 2½ shillings to farthing, *rev. various (KM.PS6)*, all certified by NGC, the 2½ shillings, 2 shillings and shilling graded Proof 66, the sixpence and threepence graded Proof 65, the penny and ½ penny graded Proof 65 Brown and the ¼ penny graded Proof 66 Brown, rare (8) $26,000-30,000

Only 62 sets struck - a most popular set because of the scarcity of the currency coins of this year. A superb set and the first time on the market in over 40 years. Rare thus.
362. **South Africa**, George V, ¼ pennies, 1928 (2), crowned bust l., rev. oat sprig and berries divide birds within circle (KM12.2), both certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 64 Brown (2) $250-350 *both ex Baldwin’s vault*

363. **Spain**, Alfonso XIII, restrike 100 pesetas, 1897SG-V(61), child’s head r., rev. crowned shield of arms between pillars (KM.708; Fr.347), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63+ $1250-1750

364. **Switzerland**, Bern, 4 gold gulden, 1492, shield of arms surmounted by eagle, rev. St. Vincent standing, holding palm branch and book, wt. 13.42gms. (Fr.92; Geiger 38c; Haller 993), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53, very rare $20,000-30,000

A most unusual early dated coin.
365. **Switzerland**, 100 francs, 1925, bust of Helvetia l., rev. value and date (KM.39; Fr.502), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 63

$10,000-12,000

366. **Turkey**, Abdul Aziz (AH1277-1293; 1861-1876), bronze 10 paras, AH.1277, year 4 (2), toughra and regnal year, rev. legend around value and accession date (KM.700), both certified and graded by NGC, as Mint State 64 and Mint State 63 respectively, both Red Brown (2)

*ex Baldwin’s vault

$150-200

367. **Venezuela**, Republic, 2 bolivars, 1879, arms within sprigs above banner, cornucopiae above, rev. head of Bolivar l. (KM.Y23), certified and graded by NGC as About Uncirculated 53

$400-450

368. **Yugoslavia**, Alexander I, 4 dukata, 1931, sword countermark, conjoined busts l., rev. crowned double-headed eagle (KM.14.1; Fr.4), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62

$1000-1500
The following six pieces were seen by the British Royal Mint in 1983 and their comments, where relevant, are included in the catalogue entries.

369. **British Colonial coinage**, George V, lead impression of the crowned effigy, by Sir Edgar Betram Mackennal, apparently in coinage relief, bust l., wearing ermine robes and neck badge of the Bath and Garter collar, signed B.M. on truncation, without legend, on a wide (63.97mm.) and thick (8.41mm.) planchet, *good very fine* $500-750

*ex Colin Mackennal Kraay Collection and Baldwin’s vault*

‘No record has so far been found of the die from which this impression was taken and its purpose is not known. The effigy matches in size that on the coinage intermodel of 14.3.1911 and it seems likely that the die was taken from the intermodel, which also lacks inscription’.

370. **Great Britain**, George V, Coronation Medal, 1911, lead impression from the obverse matrix of 17.5.1911, conjoined crowned busts of George V and Queen Mary l., taken before the addition of the artist’s initials onto the matrix, 44.39mm. (MYB.309), *a little rubbed on King’s face and off-centre on flan, nearly extremely fine* $300-350

*ex Colin Mackennal Kraay Collection and Baldwin’s vault*
371. **Great Britain**, George V, Royal Victorian Medal, 1911, lead impression from an obverse matrix, bare head l., inscription around, 37.56mm. (MYB.13), _extremely fine_ $300-350
*ex Colin Mackennal Kraay Collection and Baldwin’s vault*

‘The reduction punch completed for the Royal Victorian Medal on 24th February 1911 included the letters Sc which Mackennal placed after his initials on several of his models of George V. The letters were therefore present on the matrix of 2nd June 1911 made from that punch and they combine with diameter and inscription to provide a close link with the lead impression. Unfortunately the matrix has not survived, so that complete certainty is not possible.’

372. **Australia**, George V, lead impression of the obverse matrix of 29.3.1911 for the Australian penny, crowned bust l., wearing ermine robes and neck badge of the Bath and Garter collar, signed B.M. on truncation, without legend, on a wide (46.76mm.) and thick (5.32mm.) planchet, _extremely fine_ $1000-1500
*ex Colin Mackennal Kraay Collection and Baldwin’s vault*

‘The matrix was sunk from a reduction punch which showed only the effigy and on which the table had been cut away so that the surface of the matrix could be improved. The punch was finished on 17th March 1911 and the records show that the matrix produced from it was worked on extensively by the engraver. This lead impression was taken at an early stage in the work before the inscription had been added and before damage to the orb of the crown had been repaired’.
373. South Africa, George V, Union of South Africa Official commemorative medal, 1910, lead impression from an obverse die, bare head l., GEORGIS V BRIT: OMN: REX ET IND: IMP:, 36.18mm. (MYB.338; Laidlaw 0175), extremely fine $300-350
*ex Colin Mackennal Kraay Collection and Baldwin’s vault

The medal commemorates the opening of the first Parliament by the Duke of Connaught and awarded to those who took part. Also awarded to certain officers and men of HMS Balmoral Castle, a total of 551 medals was struck by the Royal Mint. The Royal Mint notes from 1983 have the caveat that the impression is ‘probably’ the South Africa medal. ‘A reduction punch with this head and inscription was finished on 27th September 1910. From this punch a matrix was made on 6th January 1911, but it would seem that by this time the striking of the South African medals had been completed and that the matrix was prepared primarily for Police Gallantry medal. The dies for the South African medal must therefore have come directly from the reduction punch and it may therefore be significant that the impression has been taken from a die and not a matrix. The argument in favour of a South African medal is strengthened by the fact that this was the first official medal to bear the effigy of George V’.

374. India, George V, Indian Distinguished Service Medal (and others), lead impression from an obverse matrix, crowned bust l., inscription GEORGIS V KAISAR – I HIND, a broad outer border of the impression bears an inverted inscription (ie the letters reversed) INDIAN “MILITARY” MEDAL and ROYAL MINT, LONDON. 1912, on a wide (46.71mm.) and thick (8.47mm.) planchet (MYB.52), surface dulled but good very fine $300-350
*ex Colin Mackennal Kraay Collection and Baldwin’s vault

********************************************************************
MEDALS AND TRIAL PIECES
THE TRULY MAGNIFICENT AND EXTREMELY RARE ROYAL MEDAL AWARDED IN 1870 TO THOMAS DAVIDSON

PHOTO NOT INCLUDED IN THE LOT

MEDALS AND TRIAL PIECES
375. **Great Britain**, The Royal Society, London, founded 1660, the Royal Medal awarded in 1870 to the palaeontologist Thomas Davidson (1817-1885), large and heavy gold medal, by William Wyon, diademed bust l., VICTORIA REGINA SOC: REG: LOND: PATRONA., date of accession below, MDCCCXXXVIII, rev. standing figure of Sir Isaac Newton in classical robes, drawings of his theories to left and right, REGINAE MVNIFICENTIA ARBITRIO SOCIETATIS, edge engraved with recipient's name, 'THOMAS DAVIDSON 1870', 73mm., wt. 296.50gms. (BHM.1885, R4; Eimer 1322; Cheek, J., Monarchy, Money & Medals, London 2018, p.154,14), with green leather and velvet-lined case of issue, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 62 Ultra Cameo, a truly magnificent medal and extremely rare

$12,500-15,000

Awarded to Davidson 'For his works on the recent and fossil Brachiopoda, more especially his series of monographs in the publications of the Palaeontographical Society'. The award was created by George IV and first awarded in 1826.

Davidson was a Scottish born, highly intelligent, multi-lingual scientist who, from 1837, devoted his life to the study of Brachiopoda and his Monograph of British Fossil Brachiopoda, was published continuously from 1850 until 1886, after his death. He also published the entire series of Brachiopoda collected on the HMS Challenger expedition.
376. **Great Britain**, George II, Coronation of Queen Caroline 1727, the official gold medallion, by J. Croker, dr. bust l., wearing a bandeau, rev. HIC. AMOR HÆC. PATRIA, queen stg. facing, between Religion and Britannia, 34mm., wt. 22.52gms. (Eimer 512; MI.480/8), certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Repaired $3250-3750

377. **Great Britain**, Victoria, Coronation 1838, the official gold medal, by Benedetto Pistrucci, diademed bust l., rev. Victoria receiving crown from the standing figures of the three kingdoms, 37mm., wt. 30.50gms. (BHM.1801; Eimer 1315; Woll.xvii; W&E.88.3; Stef. Vol. I, pl. 32), certified and graded by NGC as Mint State 62 $6500-8500

1,369 specimens struck.
378. Great Britain, Victoria, Golden Jubilee 1887, the official gold medal, by Leonard C. Wyon, after J. Edgar Boehm and Frederick, Lord Leighton, veiled bust l., in high relief, rev. the Queen enthroned as the figure of Empire, figures of the Science, Letters, Arts, Industry and Agriculture around, 58mm., wt. 90.18gms. (BHM.3219; Eimer 1733), in red leather Royal Mint case of issue, slight curvature to flan, otherwise brilliant mint state

$6500-8500

Only 944 specimens struck.
379. **Great Britain**, Victoria, Diamond Jubilee 1897, the official large gold medal, by G. W. de Saulles, after T. Brock and W. Wyon, veiled bust l., *rev.* young head l., dividing inscription, 1837 upon branch tied with ribbon, 55mm. (BHM.3506; Eimer 1817a), *certified and graded by NGC as Uncirculated Details, Cleaned* $5250-5750

380. **Great Britain**, Victoria, Diamond Jubilee 1897, the official small gold medal, with matt surface, by G. W. de Saulles, after T. Brock and W. Wyon, veiled bust l., *rev.* young head l., dividing inscription, 1837 upon branch tied with ribbon, 26mm., wt. 12.90gms. (BHM.3506; Eimer 1817b), *certified and graded by PCGS as Specimen 64* $1000-1500

Population of one, the highest graded.
381. **Great Britain**, Victoria, a bronzed medallion roundel, made by the electrotype process, a central impression of the Gothic Crown, by William Wyon, set on a modernistic cross within a wide border displaying emblems of the national flora, a single rose, thistle and shamrock within each angle, beaded outer border, 78.5mm., *highly decorative, much as made, nearly extremely fine* $250-350

The medal is contained in an octagonal leather fitted case for a modern, c. 1930s, railway medallion.

382. **Great Britain**, Edward VII, Coronation 1902, large gold medallion, by de Saulles, crowned bust of king r., rev. crowned bust of Queen Alexandra r., date on ribbon below, 56mm., wt. 91.41gms. (Eimer 1871a), *certified and graded by PCGS as Specimen 63* $6500-8500

---

**Medals and Trial Pieces**
383. **Great Britain**, George VI, Coronation 1937, large gold medallion, by Metcalfe, crowned and dr. bust of George VI l., rev. crowned and dr. bust of Queen Elizabeth l., 57mm., wt. 120.96gms. (BHM.4314; Eimer 2046a), with original case, certified and graded by NGC as Proof 64 Ultra Cameo, scarce in this high grade $11,000-13,000
384. **Great Britain**, George VI, Coronation 1937, large gold medallion, by Metcalfe, crowned and dr. bust of George VI l., rev. crowned and dr. bust of Queen Elizabeth l., 57mm., wt. 120.44gms. (BHM.4314; Eimer 2046a), certified and graded by NGC as Proof 62 Ultra Cameo $10,500-11,500

385. **Russia**, Alexander I, Visit to England, and the visit of his sister, Catherine, Duchess of Oldenburg, to the Royal Mint, gold medal, 1814, by Thomas Wyon, signed on truncation, laureate bust of Alexander to r., ALEXANDER RUSSIARUM IMPERATOR, rev. Britannia seated with shield and holding olive spray and trident, OB ADVENT MD CATHARINAE HOSP GRATISSIMAE, in ex. GAUDENS BRITANNIA MDCCCXIV, 34.5mm., wt. 28.02gms. (BHM.845; Bramsen 1481; Diakov 383 [R3]; Smirnov -), the surface badly scuffed and marked, the edge smoothed, suggesting that it was once mounted and has been poorly cleaned, good very fine, extremely rare $4000-4500
386. Russia, Alexander III (1881-1894), gold prize medal, ‘For Good Behaviour and Success in Sciences’, undated, by A. Grilliches, bust of the Czarina Maria Feodorovna wearing tiara and veil, rev. Minerva standing facing holding wreath and lamp, at her feet the emblems of Education, an owl, globe, helmet and box with scrolls, 32.5mm., wt. 25.65gms. (Diakov 909.9; Sm.1107/a), overall light scuff marks, but nearly extremely fine $2000-2500

387. Russia, Alexander III, 25th Anniversary of the First Pavlovsk Military School, St. Petersburg, gold shield-shaped medallion fob or badge, 1888, decorated with red, blue and white enamel (red guilloche on reverse), cypher of Paul I in central diamond, cyphers of Alexander II and III above, dated in roundels, XXV – 1863 – 1888 – 1798, rev. crossed red and blue epaulets, recipient’s name engraved below, engraved dates 1883 – 1885, crown suspender with gold ribbands to either side, short linked chain and T-bar fob clasp attached, 40 x 22.5mm., total wt. 16.23gms., without any maker’s marks, beautifully made, extremely fine and rare $1500-2000

The school took its name from the Tzar Paul I. It was closed in November 1917, following the October Revolution. A similar badge was sold by Sotheby, Russian Works of Art, 30 November 2011, lot 648.
388. South Africa, George V, Union of South Africa and Opening of the First Parliament, 1910, gold medal, by the Soho Scientific Instrument Co [London], half-length bust of the King three-quarters l., wearing Garter robes, GEORGIUS V DG BRITT OMN REX FD IND IMP, rev. branch draped with shields of Provinces, date to l., TO COMMEMORATE THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA AND THE OPENING OF THE FIRST PARLIAMENT BY HRH THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT KC – VISCOUNT GLADSTONE GOVERNOR GEN – GEN – BOTHA FIRST UNION PREMIER, 45mm., wt. 57.82gms. (BHM.4020; W&E.5014), certified and graded by PCGS as Specimen 62, very rare

One of only two graded by PCGS.

$2250-2750

389. South Africa, George VI, Coronation 1937, gold medal issued by the Town Council of Germiston, struck at the Royal Mint, Pretoria, conjoined ‘approved busts’ l., of George VI and Queen Elizabeth, by Sydney Langford Jones (1880-1946), rev. town arms with springbok supporters, bi-lingual legends, 31.5mm., wt. 17.44gms. (W&E.7003 E), certified and graded by PCGS as Specimen 63

The only example graded by PCGS.

$1000-1500
390. **India**, Reserve Bank of India, 100 rupees (100), undated (c.1944), Calcutta, original stapled bundle of consecutive serial nos., B19 683201-683300, George VI at right, signed by C. D. Deshmukh, watermark: Profile Head (Jhun 4.7.2B; P:20e), original staple at left heavily rusted with associated marks on the notes, upper and lower notes with some graffiti and stains or marks, the whole bundle slightly buckled, otherwise the majority of the notes about uncirculated (100 pcs) $75,000-100,000

Of the highest rarity as a complete original bundle.

*End of Sale*
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4.3. The highest Bidder for each Lot shall be the Buyer. If there is a dispute, the Auctioneer shall have absolute discretion to determine the dispute including re-offering the disputed Lot for sale. The Auctioneer reserves the right to refuse any bid he feels is not made in good faith.

4.4. A Bidder must submit a bid for an entire Lot and each Lot constitutes a separate sale. The Auctioneer shall, however, have absolute discretion to divide any Lot, to combine any two or more Lots, or to withdraw any Lot from the Auction without giving any reason (including after the hammer has fallen). Bidding shall be regulated at the absolute discretion of the Auctioneer. The Auctioneer has the right to refuse any bid.

4.5. All sales are final. Subject to Condition 4.4, the contract for the sale of the Lot is concluded on the fall of the hammer.

4.6. You cannot cancel your purchase of a Lot once the hammer has fallen.

4.7. The Auctioneer reserves the right to include in any Auction its own material as well as material from affiliated or related companies, principals, officers or employees. The Auctioneer may have direct or indirect interests in any of the Lots in the Auction and may collect commissions. THE TWO PRECEDING SENTENCES SHALL BE DEEMED A PART OF THE DESCRIPTION OF ALL LOTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG.

4.8. The Auctioneer may bid on its own account at any auction.

4.9. All Lots are offered for sale subject to a Reserve.

4.10. Estimates in the Catalog are not limits or reserves but reflect the actual market prices and are intended as a guide for bidders. The actual prices realized may be higher or lower than these valuations. The starting price will be about 80% of the estimates, unless there are higher offers.

5. PAYMENT

5.1. The Purchase Price payable by a Buyer is the Hammer Price plus a Buyer's Premium of 20% of the Hammer Price. The Buyer of a Lot is responsible for paying New York sales tax, unless the Lot is exempt.

5.2. The Buyer of a Lot shall pay the Purchase Price in full before the Lot can be delivered to the Buyer.

5.3. Except where Condition 5.2 applies, any part of the Purchase Price outstanding after the Auction shall be payable by you within 14 days of the date of the Auction, the due date.

5.4. The Purchase Price is payable by you in full in US funds. You are not entitled to set-off any amounts that you claim are due from us or anyone else or make any other deductions.

5.5. Unless we have agreed in writing otherwise, you shall act on your own account as principal in respect of the sale and therefore if you accept a commission from a third party to bid on their behalf, you do so at your own risk and will remain personally liable (jointly with your principal) to us for the Purchase Price in accordance with these Conditions.

5.6. The methods of payment and surcharges are set out below:

5.7. If the Purchase Price has not been settled within 30 days of the Auction date interest will be charged at 2½% per month from the due date of payment to the date that cleared funds are received whether that is before or after any legal judgment. This is without prejudice to any other rights that we have for non-payment.

5.8. If you fail to comply with your obligations under these Conditions, the Lot, in respect of such non-compliance, may at our discretion be put up for sale at Auction or privately and resold. In this case, you will be liable in full and will indemnify us for all losses, costs and expenses (including attorneys' fees and legal costs) incurred as a result, including the costs of the resale and the amount (if any) by which the Hammer Price obtained on the resale is less than the Hammer Price obtained on the original sale of the Lot to the Buyer.

6. RISK, TITLE AND DELIVERY

6.1. The risk of damage/loss to the Lot will pass to the Buyer on the fall of the hammer.

6.2. Unless agreed by us, you should collect the Lot within 7 days of the date of payment in full. We reserve the right to charge for storage and to resell by Auction or privately without notice to you, if a Lot is not collected. Alternatively, we will send the Lot to you by recorded post. Postage and insurance costs will be charged as additional costs.

6.3. Except in relation to Forgeries, you must satisfy yourself that the correct Lot has been delivered to you at the time of collection/delivery. We will not be responsible for any discrepancy which might be discovered after the Lots have been collected. If we have shipped the Lot to you, we will not be responsible for any discrepancies if you fail to notify us within 24 hours of receipt.

6.4. It is the Buyer's responsibility to obtain any necessary import, export or other licences required in relation to a Lot.

7. GUARANTEE FOR FORGERIES

7.1. The Auctioneer is a member of the International Association of Professional Numismatists and in accordance with the conditions of membership, shall provide a guarantee to the Buyer for all Lots against Forgeries on the terms set out in these Conditions ('Guarantee').

7.2. For the purposes of these Conditions, a 'Forgery' means an imitation that has been created with the fraudulent intent to deceive in respect of the authorship, origin, date, age, period and the correct description does not correspond with the description in the Catalog and as a result has a value significantly less than it would have been had it been genuine.
7.3 You must notify us in writing within one (1) month of becoming aware that the Lot may be a Forgery. The Lot must be returned to us in the same condition as at the time of sale and you must submit evidence that the Lot is a Forgery, the onus being on you to prove that it is a Forgery.

7.4 You acknowledge that:
(a) we reserve the right to re-assess the Lot or engage at our expense any expert or authority considered by us at our sole discretion to have the necessary expertise to undertake a re-assessment of the Lot;
(b) following our re-assessment of the Lot, you agree to be bound by our decision as to whether or not the Lot is a Forgery.

7.5 You shall not be entitled to a refund for a Forgery if:
(a) the grounds for claiming that the Lot is a Forgery is based primarily on a difference of opinion between us and a third party providing coin grading services;
(b) the grounds for claiming that the Lot is a Forgery are by reason of any damage and/or restoration and/or modification work of any nature;
(c) the description of the Lot in the Catalog was in accordance with generally accepted opinions of numismatic specialists as at the date of publication of the catalog or was disproportionately expensive, in both cases as determined in our absolute discretion.

7.6 If we agree that the Lot is a Forgery then subject to:
(a) you being able to confirm in writing that you can transfer legal and beneficial title to the Lot to us or as directed by us free from all encumbrances or third party claims of any nature; and
(b) the exclusions in Condition 7.7, then the sale of the Lot will be rescinded so that it is cancelled and we will refund the Purchase Price to you in full.

7.7 Your right to return the Lot and receive a refund of the Hammer Price under the Guarantee is your sole remedy against us, our agents and sub-contractors and/or the Seller for a Forgery. You will not be entitled to claim interest on the amount due as at the time of sale and you must submit evidence that the Lot is a Forgery, the onus being on you. Neither we, our agents or sub-contractors nor the Seller shall be liable for costs, expenses, damages or any other liability however it arises relating to a Forgery.

7.8 In accordance with the restriction in Condition 10.2, the benefit of the Guarantee is personal to the original Buyer and is not transferable to a new owner of the Lot or any other person.

8. EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY AND WARRANTIES

8.1 Except where these conditions expressly state otherwise, no warranty as to merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose is given in a buyer concerning a lot and each lot is sold “as is” and as shown with all faults, imperfections, errors of description (including authorship, origin, age, size, condition or value) or lack of authenticity or genuineness and neither we nor the seller nor any of our agents or sub-contractors will be liable for any damages, costs, expenses or any other liability arising out of the same whether or not caused by negligence. The auction is not an approval sale.

8.2 Except as provided in 6.3, any claims for adjustment other than authenticity must be made in writing within seven (7) days after delivery of the goods. No Lots may be returned without our written permission. It is the Buyer’s responsibility to have the Lots fully insured while in his possession. Our maximum liability under these Conditions is the amount of the Purchase Price paid by you.

8.3 Neither we nor any of our agents or sub-contractors shall be liable, whether in tort (including negligence or breach of statutory duty), contract, misrepresentation or otherwise:
(a) for loss of profits or business, depletion of goodwill and/or similar losses; loss of contracts; or
(b) any special, indirect, incidental, consequential, exemplary or pure economic loss, costs, damages, charges or expenses.

8.4 We shall not be liable to you or be deemed to be in breach of these Conditions by reason of any delay in performing, or any failure to perform, any of our obligations in the Conditions, if the delay or failure was due to any cause beyond our reasonable control.

8.5 Nothing in these Conditions excludes or limits our liability for any matter which it would be illegal for us to exclude or attempt to exclude under New York law or for our fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.

9. DATA PROTECTION

9.1. By agreeing to these Conditions, a Bidder acknowledges and agrees that we will use personal information of a Bidder for the purpose of the Auction and ancillary matters, including providing a Buyer’s personal details to any other person where necessary to enforce our rights under these Conditions.